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.E 2120 L STREET, N.W., SUITE 500 ),
I WASHINGTON,0.C. 20037e e

g, (202) 254 7020,

December 14,1990

OFFICE OF
THE CHAIRMAN

The !!onorable Kenneth M. Carr
Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North Building
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Dear Mr. Carr:

On November 15, President Bush signed Public Law 101552, the Administrative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) Act. Companion legislation, Public Law 101648, the Negotiated Rulemaking
Act, was signed by the President on November 29. The Acts are the most substantive
amendments to the Administrative Procedure Act since the Freedom ofInformation Act and by
far the most significant amendments to the adjudication sections of the APA in history. The
two Acts specifically provide agencies the authority to employ arbitration, mediation, and other
consensual methods of dispute resolution.

The Administrative Dispute Resolution Act

Section 3 of the Administrative Dispute Resolution Act requires each agency to promote
ADR by (1) designating a senior official to be the agency's " Dispute Resolution Specialist"; (2)

' providing training for agency personnel, including those responsible for implementing the;

agency's ADR policy; (3) reviewing agency contracts, grants, and other assistance programs to
insure ADR is authorized and promoted; and (4) adopting - in consultation with the
Administrative Conference of the United States and the Federal Mediation and Conciliation i

Service - a policy addressing potential use of ADR.

The legislation specifically establishes a federal policy encouraging ADR in place of more
costly, time consuming adjudication. While no agency is forced to use ADR techniques, the
legislation requires each agency head to undertake a review of agency litigation and
administrative disputes to assess where ADR techniques will be useful.

Under the Act, the Administrative Conference is directed to consult with and assist
agencies in implementing an ADR policy and to report to Congress on agency implementation.

;

1

To make the process as beneficial to agencies as possible, the Conference plans to sponsor a J

government wide meeting early in 1991 for agency dispute resolution specialists and to put on
a major seminar for allinterested persons in early spring. The Conference also will sponsor
ADR training, roundtables, rcad seminars focused on issues of specific concern to federal '

personnel. We are already compiling a computerized, nationwide data base of neutrals to
assist agencies in finding mediators, arbitrators, and tratners promptly. In the meantime, wei
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Negotiated Rulemaking Act

The Negotiated Rulemaking Act establishes a statutory framework for the conduct of -
negotiated rulemaking, a pmcedure developed through the Conference's research. 'Ite essence
of the procedure is the participation of representatives of all potentially affected interests in
negotiations early in the process, aimed at reaching consensus on the text of a proposed rule.
As with the other ADR procedures, negotiated rulemaking provides a means of using ;
consensual techniques to produce better, more acceptable results, with reduced likelihood of
protracted litigation.

The Act explicitly establishes regulatory agencies' authority to use negotiated rulemaking,
without limiting agency innovation. The Act identiftes criteria for the discretionary
determination by agency heads conceming whether and when to use negotiated rulemaking. It -
sets forth basic requirements for public notice and the conduct of meetings under the Federal
Advisory Committee Act. "Itc Act makes clear that federal funds can be used for expenses of
private party participants in the negotiations, and authorizes funds to the Conference (not yet
appropriated) for this purpose.

Designation of Your Dispute Resolution Specialist

At this time, I am writing to request the name of the " senior oIIicial'' you are assigning to
be the " dispute resolution specialist"in your agency. While the ADR Act does not specify the
identity of this individual or a deadline for agency action, your early designation of a senior
manager who is positioned to oversee implementation and ensure compliance throughout your
agency would permit an effective, considered ell' ort to carry out the goals of the legislation.
This will also enable the Conference to include the specialist and other appropriate personnel
from your. agency in future educational and training programs relevant to their duties. ' If
possible, we would like to receive your designation by January 30,1991.

This is the only letter conceming the Acts that I am sending to the Nuclear Regulatory
Cornmission at this time. Consequently, you may find it useful to assist your dispute
resolution specialist by tasking an intra agency working group for this purpose.

The Administrative Conference contact for implementing the ADR Act is Charles pou. Our
contact for the Negotiated Rulemaking Act is David Pritzker. Both can be reached at 202 254
7020. Please let us hear from you by January 30.

Sincerely yours .

h
Marshall J. Breger
Chairman -

Enclosures

.

ec: Agency ACUS representatives
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Summary of Provisions of Administrative Dispute Resolution Act, Pub. L. 101 552,
104 Stat. 2736 (Nov.15,1990)

Implementation by Federal Agencles

Section 3(a) requires that federal agencies adopt policies which address the use of
allemative means of dispute resolution (ADR) for all administrative programs after review of
those programs. (See enclosed Conunittee Report, section by section analysis, p. 8. for
sununary of provisions)

Section 3(b) requires federal agency designation of a senior agency official as a dispute
resolution specialist, (Id.)

Section 3(c) provides for agency staff training in ADR techniques. (ld.)

Section 3(d) requires review of standard agency contracts and assistance agreements to
determine whether to amend them to encourage use of ADR. (Id.)

Administrative Adludication

Section 4 amends the Administrative Procedure Act to:

authorize agency use of ADR where the parties agree: (Report, p. 9)

provide criterta for appropriate use of ADR: (Id.)

empower an ALJ to use or encourage use of ADR and to require attendance at
settlement conferences of representatives authorized to negotiate concerning
resolution ofissues in controversy (Section 4(a)): and

authorize use of federal employee or non government (contractual) neutrals, (Report, p.
10)

|

l
Section 4 amends the APA to:

- foster ADR confidentiality;
j
|

- prohibit disclosure of most settlement communications, including documents; and

permit court ordered disclosure ifinjustice, law violation or public harm would be
avoided. (Report, p.11)
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i Arbitration Authority

.

i Section 4 amends the APA specifically to authorize federal agency use of the ADR
technique of arbitration with provision for agency retendon of necessary Executive authority
and fee payment by the agency when arbitration is used inappropriately.
(Report, pp.12 15)

Federal Tort Claims Act Amendments

Section 8 amends 28 U.S.C,2672, the Federal Tort Claims Act, to allow added claim
settlement authority for federal agencies, and to encourage use of ADR, including
arbitration. of claims agencies are authorized to settle..

Other Authorttles Amendid

Section 5 amends 9 U.S.C.10, the Federal Arbitration Act, to incorporate the potential for
the Federal Government to be a party to arbitration proceedings.

Section 6 amends 41 U.S.C. 604 607, the Contract Disputes Act, to encourage and
endorse Contracting Officer use of ADR including arbitration. (Report, p.15)

Section 7 amends Oction 203 of the Labor Management Relations Act to authorize use of-
FMCS services in administrative disputes. (Report, p.16)

Section 8 amends 31 U.S.C. 3711(a)(2) to enhance federal agency claim compromise
authority.

Section 4 requires amendment of the Federal Acquisition Regulation to carry out the Act
and encourage and allow greater use of ADR.

Administrative Conference Roles
1

The Conference is directed to:

Establish standards for neutrals' qualifications. - (Report, p.10)-

- Maintain a roster of neutrals available to assist in resohing administrative disputes.
(!d.)

,

- Enter into contracts for neutrals' services that may be used by agencies. (Id.)

Develop procedures that permit agencies themselves to contract for
neutrals' services expeditiously. (Id.) .

Compile information and report to Congress on agency implementation of the Act.
.

(Report, p.15)
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One Mundred first Congress of tit Tinited $tates of 9mti
AT THE SECOND SESSION

Begun and held at the City of Cr*ashington on Tuesday, the twenty third day ofJanuary,
one thousand nine hundred and ninety

9n 9tt
To autherne and encourage Federal agencies to u$e medistion. conciliation, arbitre.

tion: and other techniquee for the prompt an t informal resolution of disputes, and
for other purposes.

Be st enacted by the Senate and House of Repenentatites of the
United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the " Administrative Dispute Resolution
Act".

i

SEC. 2. FINDINGS.

The Congresa f' da that-m
(1) administrative procedure, as embodied in chapter 6 of title

5, United States Code, and other statutes, is intended to offer a
prompt, expert, and inexpensive means of resolving disputee as
an alternative to litigation in the Federal courts;

(2) administrative proetedings have be:ome increasingly
formal, costly, and lengthy resulting in unnecessary expends.

-

tures of time and in a decreased likelihood of achieving consen.
sual resolution of disputes;

(3) alternative means of dispute resolutiots have been used in
the private sector for many years and, in apnropriate cir.
cumstances, have yielded decisions that are faster, less expen.
sive, and less contentious;

(4) such alternative means can lead to more creative, efficient,
and sensible outcomes;

(5) such alternative means may be used advantageously in a
wide variety of administrative programs;

(6) explicit authorization of the use of well tested dis.pute ,

resolution techniques will eliminate ambiguity of agency
authority under existing law;

0) Federal agencies may not only receive the benefit of
i techniques that were developed in the private sector, but may

also take the lead in the further development and refinement of
such techniques; and

( (8) the availability of a wide range of dispi.;u resolution
procedures, and an increased understanding of the most effee.
tive use of such procedures, will enhance the operation of the
Government and better serve the public.

SEC. 3. PROMOTION OF ALTERNAT1YE MEANS OF DISPL'TE RESOLITr10N.
(a) PaowuwATION OF AGF.NCY PoucY.-Each agency shall adopt a

policy that addressee the use of alternative means of dispute resolu.
tion and case management. In developing such a policy, each agencyshall-

(1) conruit with the Administrative Conference of the United
States and the Federal Mediation and Concilistion Service; and

___ _ __ - _ _ _ ___ _ .
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(2)ox:minuttern:tivo miens of rcoolving disputes in connec-
tion with-'

!(A) formal and informal adjudications;
IB) rulemakings;,

(Cl enforcement actions; ,

(D) issuing and revoking licenses or permits;
tE) contract administration;
(F) litigation brought by or against the agency; and
(G) other agency actions.

(b) DisevTe ResowTioN Spec At.tsn.-The head of each agency
shall designate a senior official to be the dispute resolution specialist
of the agency. Such official shall be responsible for the implementa-
tion of-

(1) the provisions of this Act and the amendments made by
this Act;and

(2) the agency policy developed under subsection (s.).
'

(c)TnAIN No.-Each agency shall provide for training on a regular
basis for the dispute resolution specialist of the agency and other
employees involved in implementing the policy of the agency devel-
oped under subsection (s). Such training should encompass the
theory and practice of negotiation, mediation, arbitration, or related
techniques. The dispute resolution specialist shall periodically ree-
ommend to the agency head agency employees who would benefit
from similar training.

(d) PRoctovats ron GRANTS AND CONTRAC'n.-
(1) Each agency shall review each of its standard agreements

for contracts, grants, and other assistance and shall determine
whether to amend any such standard agreements to authorize
and encourage the use of alternative means of dispute,

, resolution.
(2k Al Within 1 year after the date of the enactment of this

Act, the Federal Acquisition Regulation shall be amended, as
necessary, to carry out this Act and the amendments made by
this Act.

(B) For pur
Regulation" poses of this section, the term " Federal Acquusitionmeans the single system of Government wide
procurement regulation referred to in section 6(a) of the Office
of Federal Procurement Policy Act (41 U.S C. 405(a)).

SEC 4. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES.

(a) ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINos.-Section 556(c) of title 5, United
States Code, is amended- -

(11in paragraph (6) by inserting before the semicolon at the
end thereof the following:"or by the use of alternative means of
dispute resolution as provided in subchapter IV of this chapter";
and

(21 by redesignating paragraphs (7) through (9) as paragraphs
(9) through (11'. respectively, and inserting after paragraph (6)
the following new paragraphs:

"(7) inform the parties as to the availability of one or more
alternative rr.eans of dispute resolution, and encourage use of
such methods;

"(8) require the attendance at any conference held pursuant
to paragraph (6) of at least one representative of each party who
has authorit
controversy; y to negotiate concerning resolution of issues in I

.
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(b) At.itumva Mcas or Dtsrute Resos.tmoN.-Chapter 5 of
title 5. United States Code, is amended by adding at the end the

* following new subchapter:
'

"SUBCHAITER IV-ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF DISPUTE
RESOLUTION IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS j

l

"O 581, Definitions |
"For the purposes of this subchapter, the term- |

"(1)' agency' has the same meaning as in section 551(1) of this
title:

"(2) ' administrative program * includes a Federal function
which involves protection of the public interest and the deter.
mination of rights, privileges, and obligations of private persons
through rule making, adjud! cation, licensing, or investigation,
as those tenna are used in subchapter !! of this chapter;

"(3) ' alternative means of dispute resolution' means any
procedure that is used, in lieu of an adjudication as defined in
section 551(7) of this title, to resolve lasues in controverr/,
including but not limited to, settlement negotiations, concilla-
tion, facilitation, mediation, factfinding, minitrials, and arbitra-
tion, or any combination thereof;

"(4)' award' means any decision by an arbitrator resolving the
issues in controversy;

"(5) ' dispute resolution communicatiorJ means any oral or
written communication prepared for the purposes of a dispute
resolution proceeding, including any memoranda, notes or work

| product of the neutral, parties or nonparty participant; except
! that a written agreement to enter into a dispute resolution

proceeding, or final written agreement or arbitral award-

reached as a result of a dispute resolution proceeding, is not a
dispute resolution communication;

| "<6) ' dispute resolution proceeding' means any process in
which an alternative means of dispute resolution is used to
resolve an lasue in controversy in which a neutral is appointed
and specified parties participate:

"<7) 'in confidence' means, with respect to information, that
the information is provided-

"(A) with the expressed intent of the source that it not be
disclosed; or

"(B) under circumstances that would create the reason-
able expectation on behalf of the source that the informa- .

tion will not be disclosed;
"(8)'lasue in controversy' means an lasue which is material to

a decision concerning an administrative program of an agency,
and with which there is disagreement between the agency and
persons who would be substantially affected by the decision but
shall not extend to matters specified under the provisions of
sections 2302 and 7121(c) of title 5;

"(9) ' neutral' means an individual who, whh respect to an
issue in controversy, functions specifically to aid th) parties in
resolving the controversy;

"(10)' party' means-
"(A) for a proceeding with named parties, the same as in

section 551(3) of this title; and

__
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"(B) for a proceeding without named parties, a person '

who will be significantly affected by the decision in the .

proceeding and who participates in the proceeding:
"(11)' person' has the same meaning as in section 551(2) of this

title; and
"(12) ' roster' means a list of persons qualified to provide

services as neutrals.

"8 582. General authority

"(a) An agency may use a dispute resolution proceeding for the
resolution of an issue in controversy that relates to an administra-
tive program,if the parties agree to such proceeding.

"(b) An agency shall consider not using a dispute resolution
proceeding if-

"(11 a definitive or authoritative resolution of the matter is
required for precedential value, and such a proceeding is not
likely to be accepted generally as an authontative precedent

"(2) the matter involves or may bear upon significant ques-
tions of Government polley that require additional procedures
before a final resolution may be made, and such a proceeding
would not likely serve to develop a recommended policy for the
agency;

"(3) maintaining established policies is of special importance,
so that variations among individual decisions are not increased
and such a proceeding would not likely reach consistent results
among individual dectsicns;

"(4) the matter significantly affecta persons or organizations
who are not parties to the proceeding:

"(5) a full public record of the proceeding is important, and a
dispute resolution proceeding cannot provide such a record; and,

"(6) the agency must maintain continuing jurisdiction over
the matter with authority to alter the disposition of the rnatter
in the light cf changed circumstances, and a dispute resolution
proceeding would interfere with the agency's fulfilling that
requirement.

"(c) Alternative means of dispute resolution authorized under this
subchapter are voluntary proewlures which supplement rather than
limit other available agency diapute resolution techniques.

"O 583. Neutrals
"(a) A neutral may be 1, permanent or temporary officer or

employe* of the Federal Gcvernment or any other individual who is
acceptable to the parties to a dispute resolution proceeding A
neutral shall have no omeial, financial, or personal conflict of
interest with restyat to the issues in controversy, unless such in-
terest is fully disclosed in writing to all parties and all parties agree
that the neutral may serve.

''tb) A neutral who serves as a conciliator, facilitator, or mediator
serves at the will of the parties.

"(c)In consultation with the Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service, other appropriate Federal agencies, and professional
organizations experienced in matters concerning dispute resolution,
the Administrative Conference of the United States shall-

"(1) establish standards for neutrals (including experience,
training, affiliations, dili enee, actual or potential conflicts off
interest, and other qualifications) to which agencies may refer;

%
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"(2) maintain a roster ofindividuals who meet such standards-

and are otherwise qualified to act as neutrals, which shall be
made available upon request;'

"(3) enter into contracts for the services of neutrals that may *

be used by agencies on an elactive basis in dispute resolution
proceedings; and

"(4) develop procedures that permit agencies to obtain the
services of neutrals on an expedited basis.

"(d) An agency may use the services of one or more employees of
other agencies to serve as neutrals in diepute resolution proceedings.

<

|
The agencies may enter into an interagency apeement that pro-
vides for the reimbursement by the user agency or the parties of the
full or partial cost of the services of such an employee.

"(e) Any agency may enter into a contract with any person on a l

roster established under subsection (cX2) or a rower maintained by
other public or private organizations, or individual for services as a
neutral, or for training in connection with alternative means of
dispute resolution. The parties in a dispute resolution proceeding
shall agree on compensation for the neutral that is fair and reason-
able to the Government.

"O 584, Confidentiality

"(a) Except as provided in subeections (d) and (e), a neutral in a
dispute resolution proceeding shall not voluntarily disclose or
through discovery or compulsory process be required to disclose any
information concerning any dispute resolution communication or
any communication provided in confidence to the neutral, unlese-

"(1) all parties to the dispute resolution proceeding and the
neutral consent in writing, and if the dispute resolution
communication was provided by n, nonparty participant, that

- participant also consents in writing:
"(2) the dispute resolution communication has already beenmade public:
"(3) the dispute resolution communication is required by stat-

ute to be made public, but a neutral should make such commu.
nication public only if no other person is reasonably available to
disclose the communication; or

"(4) a court determines that such testimony er disclosure is
necessary to-

"( A) prevent a manifest injustice;
"(B) help establish a violation oflaw: or
"(C) prevent harm to the public health or safety,

of sufficient magnitude in the particular case to outweigh the
integrity of dispute resolution proceedings in general by

~

reducing the confidence of parties in future cases that their
communications will remain confidential.

"(b) A party to a dispute resolution proceeding shall not volun-
tarily disclose or through discovery or compulsory process be
required to disclose any information concerning any dispute resolu-tion communication, unless-

"(1) the communication was prepared by the party seeking
disclosure:

','(2) all parties to the dispute resolution proceeding consent inwriting:
"(3) the dis

made public; pute resolution communication has already been

i

,
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"(4) the dispute resolution communication is required by stat-,

' ute to be made public:
"(5) a court determines that such testimony or disclosure is

*
necessary to-

"( A) prevent a manifest injustice
"(B) help establish a violation of law; or
"(C) prevent harm to the public health and safety,

of sufncient magnitude in the particular case to outweigh the
integrity of dispute resolution proceedings in general by reduc.
ing the confidence of parties in future cases that their commu-
nications will remain confidential;

"(6) the dispute resolution cornmunication is relevant to
determining the existence or meaning of an agreement or
award that resulted from the dispute resolution proceeding or to
the enforcement of such an agreement or award; or

(7) the dispute resolution communication was provided to or
was available to all parties to the dispute resolution proceeding.

"(c) Any dispute resolution communication that'is d.isclooed in
violation of subsection (a) or (b), shall not be admissible in any
proceeding relating to the issues in controversy with respect to
which the commumcation was made.

"(d) The parties may agree to alternative confidential procedures
for disclosures by a neutral. Upon such agreement the parties shall
inform the neutral before the commencement of the dispute resolu-
tion proceeding of any modifications to the provisions of subeection
(a) that will govern the confidentiality of the dispute resolution
proceeding. If the parties do not so inform the neutral, subsection (a)
shall apply.

"tel If a demand for disclosure, by way of discovery request or
,other legal process, is made upon a neutral regarding a dispute
resolution communication, the neutral shall make reasonable efforts
to notify the parties and any affected nonparty participants of the
demand. Any party or affected nonparty participant who receives
such notice and within 15 calendar days does not offer to defend a
refusal of the neutral to disclose the requested information shall
have waived any objection to such disclosure.

"(f) Nothing in this section shall prevent the discovery or
admissibuity of any evidence that is otherwise discoverable, merely
because the evidence was presented in the course of a dispute
resolution proceeding.

"(g) Subsections (a) and (b) shall have no effect on the information
and data that are necessary to document an agreement reached or

'

order issued pursuant to a dispute resolution proceeding.
"(h) Subsections (a) and (b) shall not prevent the gathering of

infortnation for research or educational purposes, in cooperation
with other agencies, governmental entities, or dispute resolution
programs, so long as the parties and the specific issues in con-
troversy are not identifiable.

"(in Subsections (a) and (b) shall not prevent use 'of a dispute
resolution communication to resolve a dispute between the neutral
in a dispute resalution proceeding and a party to or participant in
such proceeding, ao long as such dispute resolution communication
is disclosed only to the extent necessary to resolve such dispute.

"(j) This section shall not be considered a statute specifically
exempting disclosure under section 552(bx3)of this title.

|
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"O 585. Authorization of arbitration
"(ak1) Arbitration may be used as an alternative means of dispute,

resolution whenever all parties consent. Consent may be obtained
either before or after an issue in controversy has arisen. A party '

may agree to-
"(A) submit only certain issues in controversy to arbitration;

or
"(B) arbitration on the condition that the award must be

within a range of possible outcomes.
"(2) Any arbitration agreement that sets forth the subject matter

submitted to the arbitrator shall be in writing.
"(3) An agency may not require any person to consent to arbitra-

tion as a condition of entering into a contract or obtaining a benefit.
"(b) An ofncer or employee of an agency may offer to use arbitra-

tion for the resoluticn of issues in controversy, if such ofncer or
employee-

"(1) Fu authority to enter into a settlement concerning the
matter; or

"(2) is otherwise encifically authorized by the agency to
consent to the use of arbitration.

"O 586. Enforcement of arbitration agreements
"An agreement to arbitrate a matter to which this subchapter

applies is enforceable pursuant to section 4 of title 9, and no action
brought to enforce such an agreement sha;l be dismissed nor shall
relief therein be denied on the grounds that it is against the United
States or that the United States is an indispensable party.

"O 587. Arbitrators
"(a) The parties to an arbitration proceeding shall be entitled to

participate in the selection of the arbitrator.
"(b) The arbitrator shall be a neutral who meets the criteria of

section 583 of this title.

"I 588. Authority of the arbitrator
"An arbitrator to whom a dispute is referred under this sub-

chapter may-
"(1) regulate the course of and conduct arbitral hearings;
"(2) administer oaths and affirmations:
"(3) compel the attendance of witnesses and production of

evidence at the hearing under the provisions of section 7 of title
9 only to the extent the agency involved is otherwise authorized
by law to do so; and

| "(4) make awards.

''O 589. Arbitration proceedings
"fa) The arbitrator shall set a time and place for the hearing on

the dispute and shall notify the parties not less than 5 days before
the hearing.

"(b) Any party wishing a record of the hearing shall-
"(1) be responsible for the preparation of such record;
"(2) notify the other parties and the arbitrator of the prepara-

tion of such record:
"(3) furnish copies to all identified parties and the arbitrator;

and

~
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"(4) pay all costs for such record, unless the parties agree
otherwise or the arbitrator determines that the costa should be.

apportioned.
"(cKI) The parties to the arbitration are entitled to be heard, to

-

present evidence material to the controversy, and to cross examine
witnesses appearing at the hearing.

"(2) The arbitrator may, with the consent of the parties, conduct
all or part of the hearin
other electronic means, g by telephone, television, computer, orif each party has an opportunity to
participate.

"(3) The hearininformal manner. g shall be conducted expeditiously and in an
"(4) The arbitrator may receive any oral or documentary evidence,

except that irrelevant, immaterial, unduly repetitious, or privileged
evidence may be excluded by the arbitrator.

"(5) The arbitrator shall inter ret and apply relevant statutory
and regulatory requirements, leg I precedents, and policy directives.

"(d) No interested person sha make or knowingly cause to be
made to the arbitrator an unauthorized ex parte communication
relevant to the merits of the proceeding, unless the parties agree
otherwise. If a communication is made in violation of this subeec-
tion, the arbitrator shall ensure that a memorandum of the commu-
nication is prepared and made a part of the record, and that an
opportunity for rebuttal is allowed. Upon receipt of a communica-
tion made m violstion of this subsection, the arbitrator may, to the
extent consistent with the interests of justice and the policies under-
lying this subchapter, require the offending party to show cause why
the claim of such party should not be resolved against such party as
a result of the improper conduct.

"te)The arbitrator shall make the award within 30 days after the
close of the hearing, or the date of the filing of any briefs authorized
by the arbitrator, whichever date is later, unless-

"(1) the parties agree to some other time limit; or
"(2) the agency provides by rule for some other time limit.

"I 590. Arbitration awards
"(aKl) Unless the agency provides otherwise by rule, the award in

an arbitration proceeding under this subchapter shall include a
brief, informal discussion of the factual and legal basis for the
award, but formal findings of fact or conclusions of law shall not be
req' uired.

(2) The prevailing parties shall file the award with all relevant
agencies, along with proof of service on all parties. - ''

"tb) The award in an arbitration proceeding sher ne final 30
days after it is served on all parties. Any agency e a , party tothe proceeding may extend this 30-day period for an additional 30-
day period by serving a notice of such extension on all other parties
before the end of the first 30 day period.

"(c) The head of any agency that is a party to an arbitration
proceeding conducted under this subchapter is authorized to termi-
nate the arbitration procaeding or vacate any award issued pursu-
ant to the proceeding before the award becomes final by serving on
all other parties a written notice to that effect, in which case the
award shall be null and void. Notice shall be provided to all parties
to the arbitration proceeding of any request by a party, nonparty
participant or other person that the agency head terminate the
arbitration proceeding or vacate the award. An employee or agent

|
1

|
|

~
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engaged in the performance of investigative or prosecuting func-,

tions for an agency may not, in that or a factually related case,
advise in n decision under this subsection to terminate an arbitra-,

tion proceeding or to vacate an arbitral award, except as witness or -

counsel in public proceedings.
"tdl A final award !s i.inding on the parties to the arbitration

proceeding, and tney be enforced pursuant to sections 9 through 13
of title 9. No action brought to enforce such an award shall be ,
dismic:ed nor shall relief therein be denied on the grounds that it is
against the UnP.ed States or that the United States is an indispen-
sable party.

"(el An award entered under this subchapter in an arbitration
proceedi.1g may not serve as an estoppel in any other proceeding for
any issue that was resolved in the proceeding. Such an award also
may not be used as precedent or otherwise be considered in any
factually unrelated proceeding, whether conducted under this sub-
chapter, by en agency, or in a court, or in any other arbitration
proceeding.

"(f) An arbitral award that is vacated under subsection (c) shall
not be admissible.in any proceeding relatir"3 to the issues in con-
troversy with respect to which the award was made.

"(g) If an agency head vacates an award under subsection (c), a
party to the s.rbitration (other than the United Statest may within
30 days of such action petition the agency head for an award of
attorney fees and expenses (as defined in section 504(bxtXAl of this
title) incurred in connection with the arbitration proceeding. The
agency head shall award the petitioning party those fees and ex-
penses that would not have been incurred in the abeence of suA
arbitration procteeding, unless the agency head or his or her des.
Ignee finds that special circumstances make such an award unjust.
The procedures for reviewing applications for awards shall, whe.e '

opropriate, be consistent with those set forth in subaecticn tax 2)
and (31 of section 504 of this title. Such fees and expenses shall be
paid frorn the funds of the agency that vacated the award.
"6 591. Judicial Review

"(al Notwithse.nding any other provision of law, any person
adversely affected or aggrieved by an award made in an arbitration
proceeding conducted under this subchapter may bring an action for
review of such award oniv ursuant to the provisions of sections 9
through 13 of title 9.'

"(bx1) A decision by an agency to use or not to use a dispute
resolution pinceeding under this subchapter shall be committed to -

the discretton of the agency and shall not be subject to judicial
review, except that arbitration shall be subject to judicial review
under section 10(b)of title 9.

"(2) A decision by the head of an agency under section 590 to
terminate an arbitration proceeding or vacate an arbitral award
shall be committed to the discretion of the agency and shall not be
subject tojudicial review.

8 4 592. Cornpilatinn ofinformation

"The Chairman of the Administrative Conference of the United
States shall compile and maintain data on the use of alternative
means of dispute resolution in conducting agency proceedings. Agen-
cies shall, upon the request of the Chairman of the Administrative

.. . . .. .
.

. . ..
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Conference of the United States, supply such information as la,

res >ed to enable the Chairman to comply with this section.
,

''8 593. Support services
"For the purposes of this subchapter, an agency may use (with or

without reimbursementi the services and facilities of other Federal
agencies, public and private organizations and agencies, and individ-
uals, with the con ant of such agencies, organizations, and individ-
uals. An agenev may accept voluntary and uncompensated services
for purposes of' this subchapter without rep,ard to the provisions of
section 1342 of title 31.".

(c) TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.-The table c.f sections at the begin-
ning of chapter 5 of title 5, United States Code, is amended by
addmg at the end thereof the following:

"SU$CH APTER lY = ALTt9N AT)Vt ME ANS OF DISPtfrt RDOLUT ON IN TH8 ADMINtftRAftvt
PAOCDA

"58L Nmtiom
"582. Gerurst authority.
"58J Naart:s
"5M CurMeatiality.
"585 Authnms'.nn of orbitration.
"586 E*'forws nt of arbitrabon agreements.
"$S7. A rvitraters
"588 Author,tv of ce e.9 stor.
*589 %rbarattor, procemi,e
"590 Artitrabon awards
"59L Judicial review.
"592. Compilation of information.
"593 Support services "

SEC 5, EDICI A1, REYlEW OF ARBITRATION AWARDS.

Section 10 of title 9 United States Code,is amended-
(1) by redesignating subsections (a) through (e) as paragrLphs

(1i through (S), respectively;
(21 by striking out "In either" and inserting in lieu thereof

" talin any"; and
(3) by adding at the end thereof the following-

"<bi The United States district court for the district wherein an
award was made that was issued punuant to section 590 of title 5
may make an order vacating the award upon the application of a
person, other than a party to the arbitration, who is adversely
affected or aggrieved by the award, if the use of arbitration or the
award in clearly inconsistent wkh the factors set forth in section 582 -

of title 5.".

SEC. 4. GOVERNMENT CONTRACTCLAIMS.

(a) A1. TERN ATlvt McAss or DisevTz REsot.tmON.-Section 6 of the
Contract D4outes Act of 1978 (41 U.S.C. 606) is amended by udding
at the end the following new subsections:

"(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, a contractor
and a contracting officer may use any alternative means of dispute
resciution under subchapter IV of chapter 5 of title 5, United States
Code, or other mutually agreeable procedures, for resolving claims.
In a case in which such alternative means of dispute resolution or
other mutually agreeable procedures are used, the contractor shall
certify that the claim is made in good faith, that the supporting data
are accurate and complete to the best of his or her knowledge and
belief, and that the amount requested accurately reflects the con.

.
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tract adjustment for which the contractor believes the Government
is liable. All provisions of subchapter IV of chapter 5 of title 5,,

United States Code, shall apply to such alternative means of dispute
resolution.

"<et The authority of agencies to engage in alternative means of
dispute resolution proceedings under subsection (d) shall cease to be
effective on October 1,1995, except that such authority shall con-
tinue in effect with respect to then pending dispute resolution
proceedings which, in the judgment of the agencies : hat are parties
to such proceedings, require such continuation, until such proceed.
ings terminate.".

(b) JUDICIAL Review or ARBITRAL AWARDS.-Section 8(g) of the
Contract Disputes Act of 1978 (41 U.S.C. 607(gn is amended by
adding at the end the followin* new paragraph:

"(3) An award by an arbitrator under this Act shall be reviewed
pursuant to sections 9 through 13 of title 9, United States Code
except that the court may set aside or limit any award that is founc|
to violate limitations imposed by Federal statute.",

SEC. 7. FEDERAL MEDI ATION AND CONCILI ATION SERVICF
Section 203 of the Labor Management Relations Act, 1947 (29

U.S.C.173) is amended by adding C the end the following new
sub*ction:

"tf The Service may make its services available to Federal agen-
cies to aid in the resolution of disputes under the provisions of
subchapter IV of chapter 5 of title 5, United States Code. Functions
performed by the Service may include assisting parties to disputes
related to administrative programs, training persons in skills and
procedures employed in alternative means of disputt resolution, and
furnishing officers and employees of the Service to act as neutrals.
Only officers and employees who are qualified in accordance with
section 583 of title 5, United States Code, may be assigned to act as
neutrals. The Service shall consult with the Administrative Con-
ference of the United States and other agencies in maintaining
rosters of neutrals and arbitrators, and to adopt such procedures
and rules as are necessary to carry out the services authorized in
this subsection.".

~

SEC. 8. GOVERNMENT TORT AND OTHER CLA!MS.

(a) FtorRAL Tont CLAIMS.-Setion 2672 of title 28, United States
Code, is amended by adding at the end of the first paragraph the
following: "Notwithstanding the proviso contained in the preceding

i

|
sentence, any award, compromise, or settlement may be effected - '

without the prior written approval of the Attorney General or his or'

her designee, to the extent that the Atterney General delegates to
l the head of the agency the authority to make such award,
<

compromise, or settlement. Such delegations may not exceed the
autharity delegated by the Attorney General to the United States
attorneys to settle claims for money damages against the United
States. Each Federal agency may use arbitration, or other alter-
native means of dispute resolution under the provisions of sub. !

chapter IV of chapter 5 of title 5, to settle any tort claim against the
United States, to the extent of the agency e authority to award,
compromise, or settle such claim withtut the p"rior written approval

of the Attorney General or his or her designee. '711(aK2) of title 31,(b) CL. AIMS Or THE GovenuMonT.-Section 3
United States Code, is amended by striking out "$20,000 (excluding

|

|

|
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interest)" and inserting in lieu thereof"$100,000 (excluding interest)
' or such higher amount as the Attorney General may from time to

time prescribe"
,

SEC. 9. USE Or NON ATTT)RNEYS. '

(al REPRESENTAttoN Or PART Es.-Each agency, in developing a
policy on the use of alternative means of dispute resolution under
this Act, shall develop a policy with regard to the representation by
persons other than attorneys of parties in alternative dispute resolu.
tion proceedings and shall identify any of its administrative pro-
gre as with numerous claims or disputes before the agency and
determine-

(1) the extent to which individuals are represented or assisted
by attorneys or by persons who are not attorneys; and

(21 whether the subject areas of the applicable proceedings or
the procedures are so complex or specialized that only attorneys
may adequately provide such representation or assistance.

(b) R EPR ESENT ATION ANo ASSISTANCE BY NoN ArrORN EYs.-A
person who is not an attorney may provide representation or assist-
ance to any individual in a claim or dispute with an agency, if-

(1) such claim or dispute concerns an administrative program
identified under subsection (al;

(2) such agency determines that the proceeding or proca!ure
does not necessitate representation or assistance by an attorney
under subsection (ax2); and

(3) such person meets any requirement of the agoney to
provide representation or assistance in such a claim or dispute.

(c) DisquAuncArioN or REPRESENTATION OR AS$tSTANet.-Any
agency that adopts regulations u.;du subchapter IV of chapter 5 of
title 5, United States Code, to permit representation or assistance by
persons who are not attorneys shall review the rules of practice
before such agency to--

(1) ensure that any rules pertaining to disqualification of
attorneys from practicing before the agency shall also apply, as
appropriate, to other persons who provide representation or
assistance; and

(2) estaHish effectiv'e agency procedures for enforcing such
rules of practice and for receiving complainta from affected
persons.

src.10. nrrtNITsoNS.

As used in this Act, the terms " agency", " administrative pro-
gram", and " alternative means of dispute resolution" have the ,

,

meanings given such terms in section 581 of title 5, United States,

| Code,as added by section 4(b)of this Act,
SEC. II. SUNSET PROYlSION,

The authority of agencies to use dispute resolution proceedings
under this Act and the amendmente made by this Act shall termi-
note on October 1,1995, except that such authority shall continue in ;
effect with respect to then pending proceedings which, in the judg- '

ment of the agencies that are pa-ties to the dispute resolution

|
|

|
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proceedings, require such continuation, until such proceedings*

terminate.
,
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To estohlkh n frnrnework for the conduct of negotinted ruicmaking by Frifernt--

ogencies.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House nf Representittins of the
United States of America in Congress assembled.

SE(TlHN 1. SilHHT TITLE

This Act may be cited as (he " Negotiated Itulemaking Act of
I!mo"

8E0. :!. VINHIN(;S.

The Congress makes the follewing Ondings:
ill Government reg"'' tion has increased substantially since

ihe enactment of the > jministrative Procedure Act.
12t Agencies currently use rulemnking procedures that may

,

discourage the affected parties from meeting and commuaient-
ing with each other, and may cause parties with different
interests to assume conflicting and antagonistic positions and to
engage in expensive and time consuming litigation over agency
rules.

Gil Adversarial rulemaking deprives the affected parties and
the public of the benents of face to-face negotiations and co-
operation in developing and reaching agreement on a rule, it
also deprives them of the benefits of shared information, knowl-
edge, expertise, and technical abilities possessed by the affected
parties.

-t4) Negotiated rulemaking, in which the parties who will be
signincantly affected by a rule participate in the development of
the rule, can provide sign 10 cant advantages over adversarial
rulemaking.

151 Negotiated rulemaking can incrense the acceptability and - i

,

improve the substance of rules, making it less likely that the, '

alfected parties will resist enforcement or challenge such rules
in court. It may also shorten the amount of time needed to issue
final rules.

s
(ID Agencies have the authority to establish negotinted rule. |

making committees under the laws establishing cuch agencies
and their activities and under the Federal Advbory Committee

y

!Act (5 U.b.C. Appa. Several agencies have successfully used
i

negotiated rulemaking.The process has not been widely used by
other agencies, however,- in port because such agencies nre j

iunfamilinr with the process or uncertain as to the nuthority for a

such rulemaking. -j
86:r.1. NEm rr: ATED swintwisc l'au mEnruE. )

taiIN GF:NFRAI -Chnpter 5 of title 5. United States Coch . is
mnended by adding at the end the rollowing new subchapter:

t

|(

|
|
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"SUBCHATTER IV-NEGOTIATED RULEMAKING 1
PROCEDURE '

"4 581. I'urpose
. 1

"The purpose of this subchapter is to establish a framework for
the conduct of negotiated rulemaking, consistent with section.553 of

|
this title, to encourage agencies to use the process when it enhances I
the informal rulemaking process. Nothing m this subchapter should - ;

be construed as an attempt to limit innovation and experimentation -
'

.

with the negotiated rulemaking process or with other innovative
rulemaking procedures otherwise authorized by law.

"# 582. Definitions
"F'or the purposes of this subchapter, the term-

"(1)' agency'. has the same meaning as in section 551(1) of this -
title;

"(2) ' consensus' means unanimous concurrence among the
interests represented on a negotiated rulemaking committee
established under this subchapter, unless such committee-

'"(A) agrees to define such term to mean a general but not
unantmous concurrence; or

"(B) agrees upon another specified definition-
"(3) ' convener' means a person whc impartially assists an,

agency in determining whether establishment of a negotiated
,

rulemaking committee is feasible and appropriate in a particu-

lar rulemaking; ' means a person who impartially aids in the"(4) 'focilitator
discussions and neg6tiations among the members of a nego-
tinted rulemaking committee to develop a proposed rule; -

,

"(5) ' interest'. means, with respect to an issue or matter.1
multiple parties which have a similar point of view or which are
likely to be affected in a similar manner;

'16) ' negotiated rulemaking' means rulemaking through the
use of a negotiated rulemaking committee;

"(7) ' negotiated rulemaking committee' or ' committee' meansi

an advisory committee established by an agency in accordance-[

| with this subchapter and the Federal Advisory Committee Act
to consider and discuss-issues for the purpose cf reaching a
consensus in the development of a proposed rule

"(8)' party' has the same meaning as in section 551(3) of this
title;

"<01 ' person' has the same meaning as in section 551(2) of this
title;

"(10)' rule' has the same meaning as in section 551(4) of this
title; and

"(11) 'rulemaking' means ' rule making' as that term is de-
fined in section 551(5)of this title.

A 583. Determination of need for negotiated .rulemaking com."

millee
"tal DerERMINATION OF NEED BY THe ACENCY.-An agency may

establish a negotiated rulemaking committee to negotiate.and de.
velop a proposed rule,if the head of the agenev determines that the-
use of the negotiated rulerrsking procedure as m the public interest.
In making such a determination, the head of the agency shall
consider whether-

1
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"t11 there is a need for a rule:.

"(2) there are a limited number of identifiable interests that **

will be significantly affected by the rule;
" tai there is a reasonable likelihood that a committee can be

convened with a balanced representation of persons who-
"(Al can adequately represent the interests identified

under paragraph (2); and
. (B) are willing to negotinte in good faith to reach a"

consensus on the proposed rule;
"14) there is a reasonable -likelihood that a committee will

reach a consensus on the proposed rule within a Oxed period of
time;

"tS) the negotiated rulemaking procedure will not unreason-
ably delay the notice of proposed rulemaking and the issuance
of the final rule;

"((il the agency has adequate resources 'and is willing to
commit such resources, including technical assistance, to the
committee; and

"(7) the agency, to the maximum extent possible consistent
with the legal obligations of the agency, will use the consensus
of the committee with respect to the proposed rule as the basis '

for the rule proposed by the agency for notice and comment.
"(b) UsE or CONVENERS.-

"(1) PURPOSES OF CONVENERS.-An agenc
ices of a convener to assist the agency in

y may use the serv-

''(A) identifying persons who will be significantly affected-

by"a proposed rule, including residents of rural areas; and
(B) conducting discussions with such

the issues of concern to such persons, persons to identifyand to ascertain .

whether the establishment of a negotiated rulemaking
committee is feasible and appropriate in the particular
rulemaking.

"(2) DUTIES OF CONVENERS.-The convener shall report find-
ings and may make recommendations to the agency. Upon '

request of the agency, the convener shall ascertain the names of
persons who are willing and qualified to represent interests that
will be significantly affected by the proposed rule, including
residents of rural areas. The report and any recommendations
of the convenor shall be made-available to the public upon
request.

"E 581. I'ublication of notice; applications for membership 'on
committees

"(a) PuoucATION OF NoricE.-If, after considering the report of a
convener or conducting its own assessment, an agency decides to
establish a negotiated rulemaking committee, the agency shall pub-
lish in the Federal Register and, as appropriate, in trade or other
specialized publications, a notice which shall include-

"ill an announcement that the agency intends to establish a
negotiated rulemaking committee to negotiate and develop a
proposed rule;

"t21 a description of the subject and scope of the rule to be'
developed, and the issues to be considered;

"131 a list of the interests which are likely to be significantly
affected by the rule;

"t4) a list of the persons proposed to represent such interests
and the person or persons proposed to represent the agency;

,

N
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"(ro a proposed agenda and schedule for completing the work
of the committee, including a target date for publication by the -
agency of a proposed rule for notice and comment:

"(Gia description of administrative support for the committee
to be provided by the agency, including technical assistance;

"i7) a sohcitation for comments on the proposal to establish
the committee, and the proposed membership of the negotiated
rulemaking committee;and

"(8) an explanation of how a person may apply or nominate
another person for membership on the committee, as provided
under subsection (b). i

'tb) ArrucATioNs ron MEusEnsnir on CoMMirrcE.-Persons who
will be significantly affected by a proposed rule and who believe that
their interests will not be adequately represented by any person
specified in a notice under subsection (aX4) may apply for, or
nominate another person for, membership on the negotiated rule-
making committee to represent such interests with respect to the -

.

proposed rule. Each application or nomination shall include-
'

- !(1) the name of the applicant or nominee and a description of
the interests such person shall represent;

"(2) evidence that the applicant or nominee is authorized to
..

represent parties related to the interests the pemon proposes to -
represent;

"(3) a written commitment that the applicant or nominee
shall actively participate in good faith in the development of the
rule under consideration; and

- -

-

"(4) the reasons that the persons specified in the notice under
subsection (aX4)do not adequately represent the interests of the
person submitting the application or nomination.

"(c) Psalon ron SUBMISSION OF COMMENTS AND APPUCATIoNS.-
The agency shall provide for a period of at least 30 calendar days for '

the submission of comments and applications under this section.

"li 585. Establishment of committee
"tal EsTAsi isnMENT.-

"(1) DETERMINATION TO ESTADUSH COMMITTEE.-If after consid-
ering comments and applications submitted under section 584,
the agency determines that a negotiated rulemaking committee
can adequately represent the interests that will be significantly
affected by a proposed rule and that it is feasible and appro-
priate in the particular rulemaking, the agency may establish a
negotiated rulemaking committee. In establishing and admin-
istering such a-committee, the agency shall comply with the
Federal Advisory Committee Act with respect to such commit-
tee, except as otherwise provided in this subchapter and, as

-

appropriate, in trade or other specialized publications, a copy of
which shall be sent to any person who applied for, or nominated
another person for membership on the negotiating rulemaking
committee to represent such interests with respect to the pro-
posed rule.

"(2) DLTERMINATION Norr To ESTABUSH COMMITTEE.-If after i
considering such comments and applications, the agency decides
not to establish a negotiated rulemaking committee, the agency
shall promptly pubhsh notice o 'uch decision and the reasons
therefor in the Federal llegister.

"thi MEunEnsnir.-The agency shall limit membership on a nego-
tinted rulemaking committee to 25 members, unless the agency head

.
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. determines that a greater number of members is necessary for the
'

functioning of the committee or to achieve balanced membership.
Each committee shall include nt least one person representing the
agenev.

"(cf ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT.-The agency shall provide appro-
priate administrative support to the negotiated rulemaking commit-
tee, including technical assistance.

"R 586. Conduct of committee activity
"tal Durios or CoMMrrrto.-Each negotiated rulemaking commit.

tee established under this subchapter shall consider the matter
proposed by the agency for consideration and shall attempt to resch
a consensus concerning a proposed rule with respect to such matter
and any other matter the committee determines is relevant to the
proposed rule.

"(b) REPRESENTATIVES Or AcENCY oN CoMMITrEE.-The person or
persons representing the agency on a negotiated rulemaking
committee shall participate in the deliberations and .:ctivities of the
committee with the same rights and responsibilities as other mem-
bers of the committee, and shall be authorized to fully represent the
agency in the discussiona and negotiations of the committee.

"(c) Sct.ect:No FAC3UTATOR.-Notwithstanding section 10(e) of the
Federal Advisory Committee Act, an agency may nominate either a
person from the Federal Government or a person from outside the
rederal Government to serve as a facilitator for the negotiations of
the committee, subject to the approval of the committee by consen-

,

sus. If the committee does not approve the nominee of the agency for
facilitator, the ogency shall submit a substitute nomination. If a
committee does not approve any nominee of the agency for
facilitator, the committee shall select by consensus a person to serve
as facilitator. A person designated to represent the agency in sub-
stantive issues may not serve as faciiitator or otherwise chair the
committee.

"td* DuTits or FACIUTATOR.-A facilitator approved or selected by
a negotiated rulemaking committee shall- *

"(1) chair the meetings of the committee in an impartial
manner;

"(2) impartially ussist the members of the committee in
conducting discussions and negotiations; and

"(31 manage the keeping of minutes and records as required
under section 10 (b) and (c) of the Federal Advisory Committee
Act, except that any personal notes and materials of the
facilitator or of the members of a committee shall not be subject
to section 552 of this title.

"tel CoMuirrts Paocrounss.-A negotiated rulemaking commit-
tee established under this subchapter may adopt procedures for the
operation of the committee No provision of section 553 of this title
shall apply to the procedures of a negotiated rulemaking committee.

"tfi HEroRT or coMurrrsc.-lf a committee reaches a consensus
on a proposed rule, at the conclusion of negotiations the committee
shall transmit to the agency that established the committee a report
containing -the proposed rule. If the committee does not reach a
consensus on a proposed rule, the committee may transmit to the
agency a report specifying any areas in which the committee
reached a consensus. The committee may include in a report any i

other information, recommendations, or materials that the commit-
tee considers appropriate. Any committee member may include ns

1
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on addendum to the report additional information, recommenda. i

titmti. ot Inalerials. i

I
"tgiitironus or COMMITTEE.-In addition to the report required by

| subsection (fl, a committee shall submit to the agency the records'

required under section 10 (b) and (c) of the Federal Advisory
Committee Act.

"A r>87. Termination of committee
"A negotiated rulemaking committee shall terminate upon

promulgation of the final rule under consideration, unless the
committee's charter contains an earlier termination date or the,

agency, after consulting the committee, or the committee itself
specifies an earlier termination date.

t

"N rRk. Services, facilities, and payment of committee member
expennen i

"tn> SEnviers or CONVENERS AND FACluTAvons.- #

"(1) IN OENERAL.-An agency may employ or enter into con-
tracts for the services of an individual or organization to serve :
as a convener or facilitator for a negotiated rulemaking commit-
tee under this subchapter, or may use the services of a Govern-
ment employee to act as a convener or a facilitator for such a
committee.

"t21 DETERMINATION or CONFLICTING INTERESTS,-An agency
shall determine whether a person under consideration to serve
as convener or facilitator of a committee under paragraph (1)
has any Gnancial or other interest that would preclude such ,

person from serving in an impartial and independent manner.
"tb) SEnvlCES AND FACluTIES Or OrHER ENTITIES.-For purposes of -

this subchapter, an agency may use the services and facilities of
other Federal agencies and public and private agencies and
instrumentalities with the consent of such agencies and instrumen-
talities, and with or without relmbursement to such agencies and
instrumentalities, and may accept voluntary and uncompensated
services without regard to the provisions of section 1342 of title 31.

-

The Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service may provide serv-
ices and facilities, with or without reimbursement, to assist agencies
under this subchapter, including furnishing conveners, facihtators,
and training in negotiated rulemaking.

"tc) EXPENSES OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS.-Members of a negotiated
rulemnking committee shall be responsible for their own expenses of
participation in such committee, except that an agency may, in
accordance with section 7(d)of the Federal Advisory Committee Act,
pay for a member's reasonable travel and per diem expenses, ex-
penses to ob*.ain technical assistance, and a reasonable rate ofcompensati a,if-

"til such member certifies a lack of adequate Gnancial re -
sources to participate in the committee; and

"t2) the agency determines that such member's participation
in the committee is necessary to assure an adequate representa-
tion of the member's interest.

"td> STATUS or MEMBER AS FEnERAL EuroovEE.-A member's
receipt of funds under this section or section re8!! shall not conclu.
sively determine for purposes of sections 202 through 20!) of title 18-
whether timt member is an employee of the United States Govern.
ment.

h.
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"N SR9. Itole of the Administrative Conference of the United Sintes
and other entitles

"tal CO:wutTATION BY AcENCiEs.-An agency may consult with
the Administrative Conference of the United States or other public
or private individuals or organizations for information and assist-
ance in forming a negotiated rulemaking committee and conducting
negotiations on a proposed rule.

"tbl ROsrER Or POTENTIAL CONVENERS AND FACIUTATORS.-The
Administrative Conference of the United States, in consultation
with the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, shall maintain
a roster of individuals who have acted as or are interested in serving
as conveners or facilitators in negotiated rulemaking proceedings.
The roster shall include individuals from government agencies and
private groups, and shall be made available upon request. Agencies
may also use rosters maintained by other public or private individ-
unis or organizations.

"(c) PROctoUnES TO OBTAIN CONVENERS AND FACIUTATORS.-
"(1) PROCEDURES.-The Administrative Conference of the

United States shall develop procedures which permit agencies
to obtain the services of conveners and facilitators on an expe-
dited basis.

"(2) PAYMENT FOR SERVICES.-Payment for the services of
conveners or facilitators shall be made by the agency using the
services, unless the Chairman of the Administrative Conference
agrees to pay for such services under subsection (O.

"td) COurILATION Or DATA ON NEoOTIATED RULEMAKINo; REPORT .

TO CONGRESS -

"(1) COMPILATION OF DATA.-The Administrative Conference
of the United States shall compile and maintain data related to
negotiated rulemaking and shall act as a clearinghouse to assist
agencies and parties participating in negotiated rulemaking
proceedings.

"t2) SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION BY AGENCIES.-Each agency
engaged in negotiated rulemaking shall provide to the Adminis-
trative Conference of the United States a copy of any reports '

submitted to the agency by negotiated rulemaking committees
under section 586 and such additional information as necessary
to enable the Administrative Conference of the United States to
comply with this subsection.

"(31 REPORTS TO CONGRESS.-The Administrative Conference of
the United States shall review and analyze the reports and
information received under this subsection and shall transmit a
biennial report to the Committee on Governmental Affairs of
the Senate and the appropriate committees of the House of
Representatives that-

"( A) provides recommendations for effective use by agen-
cies of negotiated rulemaking; and

"(B) describes the nature and amounts of expenditures 4

made by the Administrative Conference of the United
States to accomplish the purposes of this subchapter.

"tel TRAINING IN NEcOrlATED RULEMAKINc.-The Administrative
Conference of the United States is authorized to provide training in
negotiated rulemaking techniques and procedures for personnel of
the Federal Government either on a reimbursable or
nonreimbursable basis. Such training may be extended to private
individuals on a reimbursable basis.

I
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"<fi PAYMr.N'r OF EXPENsr.s OF Aar.NCIES -The Chairman of the - * -
1
'

Administrative Conference of the United States is outhorized to payt
upon request of an agency, all or part of the expenses of establishing
a negotiated rulemaking committee and conducting a negotiated '
rulemaking. Such expenses may include, but are not limited to-

"(1) the costs of conveners and facilitators;
. _

"(21 the expenses of committee members determined 'by the
agency to be eligible for assistance under section 588(ct;:nnd 1

"(3) training costs.
Determinations with respect to payments under this section shall be

- at the discretion of such Chairman in furthering the use by Federal
agencies of negotiated rulemaking.,

"(g) UsE or FUNDS OF THE- CONrERENCE.-The Administrative
Conference of the United States may apply funds received under
section 575(ex12) of this title to carry out the purposes -of this
subchapter.

"# 590. J udicial review
"Any agency action relating to establishing, assisting, or termi-

nating a negotiated rulemaking committee under this subchapter

shall not be subject to judicial review. Nothin[o in this section shallbar judicial review of a rule if such judicia ' review is otherwise
provided by law, A rule which is the product of negotiated rule -
making and is subject to judicial review shall not be accorded any
greater deference by a court than a rule which is the product of-
other rulemaking procedures.".

(b) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 5 of title 5,
United States Code,is amended by adding at the end the following: -

"SUllCll Al'rER IV-NEGOTI ATED ltill,EM AKING PHOCEDURE
"Sec. 581. Purpose.
"Sec. TM Dermitions.

.

"Sec. 583. Determination or need for negotiated rulemaking committee.
"Sec. rM Publiention or notice; applications for membership on committecs.
"Sec. f,85. Establishment of committee.
"Sec. 586 ' Conduct of committee activity.
"Sec. 587. Termination or committee.
*?Sec. 58A. Services facilities, and payment of committee member expenses.
"Sm rAtt Role of the Administrative Conference of the United States and other

entities.,

i "Sec. Smt Judicial review ".

SEC. 4. AliTil0RIZATION OF APPitOPRIATIONS.

In order to carry out this Act and the amendments made by this
|- Act, there are authorized to be a

Conference of the United States, ppropriated to the Administrativein addition to amounts authorized
by section 57G of title 5, United States Code, not in excess of $500,000
for each of the fiscal years 1991,1992, and 1993.

SEC.S.SilNSMT AND SAVINGS PHOYlSIONS.

Subchapter IV of title 5, United States Code, as added by section 3
of this Act, and that portion of the table of sections at the beginning
of chapter 5 of title 5 United States Code, relating to subchapter IV,
are repealed, effective 6 years after the date of the enactment of this
Act, except that the provisions of such subchapter shall continue to

|
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apply af ter the date of the re al with respect to then pending i

negotiated rulemaking procet ings initiated before the date of !

repeal which. in the judgment of the ogencies which are convening )
or have convened such proceedings, require such --atinuation, until .

such negotiated rulemaking proceedings terrninate pursuant to such
subchapter.

Speaker of the House of Representatiws.

..

Vice President of the United States and
President of the Senate.

.

. . , -- _. ---..-ye. _ --
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Calendar No,1005
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fd Session SENATE oy ,rm

ADMINISTRATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION ACT
s

Octusta 19 degislative day. OcTosen 21,1990. --Ordmd to te printed
,

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS Mr. GtENN, from the Committee on Governmental Afrairs.
JOHN OfENN. Oh!a, Gaiman

WHDAM V. RUTH. Ja.. Delaware submitted the following
SAM NUNN. Geoma
CART. LEV!N. Michtten TED STEVENS. Almekn

WILUAM S. CoffEN. MaineJIM SASSER. Tene WARREN B. RUDMAN. New Hampshi" REPORTDAVID PRYOR. Arkanese
IfERBERT NOftt, Wimmnsin JOHN HEINZ. Pennsylvania

JOSEPfl L UEBERMAN Connecticut PETE WHAON. California
DANIE!., K. AKAKA. Howell fro accompany S. 971)

13DN4RD Ielse. Sfo/[ N=faF
to==4:== r. tew=. o===ri The Committee on Governmental Affairs. to which was referred

Faawauw 0 Pour. Nimoney Sta/T Damfor and Oder a== ort the bill (S. 971) to authorize and encourage Federal agencies to use
"'C"^' 8"' "''I '"" mediation, conciliation, arbitration, and other techniques for the'

rompt and informal resolution of disputes, and for other purposes.

. Suncowwrrer oN OvsmsNDft oF CoVERN74 TNT MANAOrVtMT aving Consi,dered the same, reports favorably thereon with 'an
amendment. in the nature of a substitute and recommends that. the

CAR!, IEvtN, MWgen. Oaha bill as amended do pass.
WILUAM S. COHEN, Maine

DAVID PRYoR. Arkanees
ITERBERT KOftt, Waaronela WARREN RUDMAN. New Hampshire gg
JOSEPfl I UEBERMAN. Connecticut

JOllN IIEINZ. Pennsyl'emis

DAN!EL K. AKAKA. Howeli PERE W1tEON. Californie e
1. h 1

Lswas 3 Cvensve. Sta/T hmtor and Gi*f ceanart II. Bacpmund 2Kat DeKvnse. Professional sta/T Mema,, g
III. Summany 7

Maev Bemer Caswrw. Misanty Saa/T amear and Osef osaari ro rAe afinenry
I

, ,

Feaween es Vesore. Dief CIrra . y g '

VI. Regulatory Impact Statement 1R, vfl Changes in Existing Law 1H

{
I. PuRrOsE

Alternative dispute resarlution (ADR) procedures are informal.
consensual procedures which can be used by parties in a dispute to
obtain a resciution in lieu of formal litigation. These procedures in-
clude settlement negotiations, conciliation, facilitation, mediation.
facifinding, minitrials and arbitration or any combination of these.
Often, the use of ADR procedures can result in more efTective, fair,
timely and less costly dispute resolution.

| Agencies are currently able to, and several do, take advantage of
ADR methods without express authorization by statute or regula-'

49-010 (1)
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tion. The purpose of S. 971 is to place government. wide emphasis Enigineers, the Merit System Protection Board. and the Depart-on the use of innovative ADR procedures by agencies and to put in ment of Justice have individual programs which utilire ADR meth-place a statutory framework to foster the effective and sound use of ods. Ilowever, up to now, there has been no government. wide em-these flexible alternatives to litigation. The goal of the bill is to
[hasis on the use of ADR techniques and, therefore. there is littlesend a clean message to agencies and private parties that the use nowledge on the part of many agencies as to what ADR methodsof ADR to resolve disputes involving the federal government is an exist and what the accepted procedures are for their use.

accepted practice and to provide support for agency efforts to devel- The Administrative Conference of the United States (ACUS).
op and/or enhance individual ADR programs- with its responsibility to promote the efficiency, adequacy and fair-S. 971 encourages agencies to consider potential ADR uses and ness of federal administrative procedures, has performed a great
requires them to develop a specific policy to implement such uses. deal of work in the last several years regarding federal agency use
The bill calls for each agency to appoint a dispute reelation spe- of ADR techniques.
cialist and to establish an appropriate personnel training program In the early 1980's ACUS formally recommended that agencies
in the use of negotiation and other dispute resolution methods. It consider using negotiation in formulating rules-a procedure now
provides a new Subchapter within Title 5 of the United States Code known as negotiated rulemaking. Negotiated rulemaking is a proc-
on use of ADR techniques and resolves issues related to such mat- ess by which an agency invites the parties that will be affected by
ters as confidentiality and use of neutrals. Specific provisions on a rule to join the agency in forming an ad hoc committee to devel-
arbitration are included to resolve questions and constitutional con- op a consensus draft of the rule. If ccmsc isus on the draft rule is
cerns about the use of this technique to resolve disputes involving reached, that draft become the base document for the proposed
the United States. rule which is then published for public comment. ACUS Recom-

Participation in the ADR techniques authorized by the Act is mendation 82-4 Procedures for Negotiating Proposed Regulations
predicated on the voluntary, informed agreement of all parties to a (1 CFR 305.82-4) encouraged and provided guidance to agencies on
dispute. These techniques are intended to supplement-not replace the use of this technique.
or limit-existing dispute resolution practices and procedures- The goal was to arrive at more effective, timely, and fair rule-

making through these informal, voluntary proceedings. By includ.
II. BACRCRoUND ing affected parties in the rulemaking process at an early stage

The number of lawsuits filed in the United States is enormous. and in a nonadversarial setting, the resulting rule has proven itself
The number of civil cases alone is substantial. According to the Ad- bem,have a better chance of acceptance and, most importantly. of

to
milistrative Office of the U.S. Courts, in the year ending December g a more sound, realistic and effec * ve rule. Agencies such as
31,1989, the total number of civil cases commenced in the United the Federal Aviation Admimstration and the Environmental Pro-
States was over 220.000. The Federal government was a party in tection Agency have used-and continue to use---this techmque in
over 55.000 of these cases, and there were over 100.000 private civil the development of their rules. Due to the positive experience of
cases involving a federal question. these and other agencies, legislation has now passed both,llouses of

In response to this situation, the private sector has increasingiv Congress to establish a statutory framework for conductmg negote-
turned to alternative methods to litigation such as those promoted ated rulemaking in order to encourage federal agencies to use the.

pr cedure when ,t enhances conventional, rul,emaking.by S 971. An increasing number of lawyers are being trained in i

ADR methods. According to an article entitled. " Congress. The Ex- While negotiated rulemaking was provmg itself to be a successfiil
alternatiye means of rulemaking, relying on mformanty and non-

ecutive Branch, and The Dis [ute Resolution Process", written bySenator Charles Grassley an Chailes Pou Jr. of the Administra- adversarial relationshi . ACUS began to explore the broader topic
tive Conference of the United States, ovcr half the law schools in I ADR techniques, w ich take a sirmlar mformal and nonadver-
the nation now offer courses in dispute resolution. Also, there are sarial approach to resolying dis utes.

In 1986, theover 360 non-profit community resolution programs in operation. Use of Alternat, ACUS issued
ecommendat,on 86-3 on Agencies,i

,

Moreover, states have also recognized ADR methods as valuable ive Means of Dispute Resolution (1 CFR 305BG-3)..

tools. According to this article, over 20 state legislatures have en- This recommendat, ion, like the earlier one regarding negotiated
acted laws establishing statewide mediation centers or other dis- rulemaking, encours ed agency use of ADR methods and provided

guidance on how an when to use them. Once agam. the goal was
at.te resolution procedures, and there are a.s many as. 275 oper.
pu to promote more efficient, effective admmistrative proceduresional court-related ADR programs of various types in over 4O through the use of voluntary, informal procedures.states.

In recent years mterested m. dm. . duals have argued that federal Recommendation 86-3 urges agencies to make use of ADR tech-.

agencies should take greater advantage of ADR methods to allow niques, within their existing statutory authority, to settle disputes.
Although ACUS believes federal agencies alreadythem enhanced flexibility in resolving disputes. Federal agencies thority to use most ADR procedures, it discovere[usess the au-that agencies

are currently authorized to engage, trials. In fact, agencies such as often avoid ADR techniques due to confusion over agency authorityin many ADR techniques such
as mediation, conciliation. and mmi to use them and the acceptabilit of such techniques within the Ex-the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) the Army Corps of ecutive Branch. As a result. CUS recommended legislation to

__ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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clarify and expand agency authority with regard to the appropriate
fast

~ the board have resulted inods'er",the ADR techniques used byless expensive case processing." The MSPB went on to stateuse of ADR methcis to resolve disputes mvolving the federal gov-
that in 1988. cases using ADR were disposed to in 65 days, and

During the 100th Congress legislation was introduced by Senator cases which progressed through the usual Board procedure took 99
Charles Grassley and He resentative Donald Pease to accomplish

dafn August 1987. EPA Administrator Lee M. Thomas wrote in athat goal. The two bills. 2274 in the Senate and 11 R. 5101 in the
House of Representatives, were modeled after the 1986 ACUS ree- memo to Assistant Administrators and Regional Administrators of
ommendation. Ifearings were held on the bills i,n the Senate Sub- the EPA the "* * * ADR holds the promise of lowering the trans-
committee on Courts and, Admmistrative I ractice and the House action costs to both the agency and the regulated community of re.
Subcommittee on Admmistrative Law and Governmental Rela- solving a plicable disputes." lie closed the cover memorandum by
tions. No further action was taken subsequent to those hearings. stating challenge each of you to help in our efforts to appiv

Senator Grassley remtroduced his bill m the 101st Congress on ADR to the enforcement process * * * I ask the Regional Adminii
May II 1981 That bill. S. 971, was referred to the Senate (.cmrmt- trators to review the enforcement actions now under development
tee on Governmental Affairs and, subsequently, to the Subcommit- and those cases which have already been filed to find cases which
tee on Oversight of Government Management:

~

. could be resolved by ADR.** Both agencies stressed the need for
liearings were held on S. 971 m the Oversight Subcommittee on flexibility in ADR programs and the importance of sending a clear

September 19.1981 The hearing focused on the appropriateness of signal to agencies regarding the use of ADR as an accepted alterna-
utihzing ADR techmques with regard to various federal disputes tive to formal litigation.
and the ability of the framework created by S. 971 to accomplish The Department of Justice, as mentioned before, has also experi.the effective and responsible use of ADR m the federal govern- mented with the use of ADR and is supportive of its expansion in

the federal gomnmen( Howem t,k (ush Department gettedd itional issues that were addressed at the hearing included:(D to the, melusion of bindmg arbitration,m the methods available toConstitutional concerns regarding the expansion of the use of arbi- agencies to resolve disputes; The Justice Department argued thattration by federal agencies; and (2) the qualification and training of the use of binding arbitration by agencies which do not already
neutrals to be used in ADR proceedings. have specific statutory authorization to do so raises serious consti-

The witnesses at the September 19 hearing were: Senator Grass-
""I' ""I C "C''""- |ley; an agency panel consisting of the Environmental Protection The Department listed these constitutional concerns:

tion Board (MSbartment of Justice. and the Merit Systems Protec- (1) that the appomiment of mdividuals to be arbitrators mavAgency, the De
8); and a panel of private sector individuals expe- . terfere with the Article 11 Appotntments Clause, since arbi-in

rienced in the use of ADR techniques consisting of the Director of trators will oftentimes not be federal employees;
Environmental Dispute Resolution for the Conservation Founda- (2) that. a separation-of. powers question would arise due t
tion, a senior partner with Crowell and Mooring, a Washington the fact that Congress, under S. 971, would ,be authorm,ng proo
D C. law firm, and a representative of the American Bar Associa- vate parties to perform agency decision-makir.g powers;
tion (3) that judicial responsibility and authority would be re-

Each of the agencies that testified had some experience using m ved from constitutionally established Article 111 Courts; and
some form of ADR. For example. as a result of the enactment of (4) that arbitration may mterfere with due process.the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, the MSPB is allowed to arbi- The Department also described two statutory barriers to the use
trate cases and also has a Voluntary Expedited Appeals Procedure f arbitration by federal agencies:
(VEAP) which makes use of various forms of ADR. EPA has recent- (1) 31 U.h,C. Sec.1346 prohibits the use of federal funds to
ly initiated an ADR program and is authorized by statute to arbi- pay, the pay or expenses of a commission courcil, board or
trate specific cases arising under Superfur'd. EPA expressed inter, simil r gr up. or a member of that group, or expenses related
est at the hearing in expanding its ADR program, and it is an to & w unless
agency that could greatly benefit from such an expansion. Tlie De- aut o",

oA or muh d wod or action of that group

. Sh. 3702 provides that "the Comptruller Gener.prartment of Justice has utilized and experimented with various { 3
ADR techniques, such as mmitrials. withm its own agency. al shall s.ettle all claims of or against the United States Gov-

,

The representative from the Conservation Foundation. Ms. Cail .

* "hene al Accounting Office he traditionally interpretedBingham, and the representative from Crowell and Mooring. M,r. T!
the federal government, and both were famih,ng the use of A,DR in these two statutes to prohibit the use of arbitration by federalEldon Crowell were both m favor of expandi

ar with its use in the agencies unless such use is specifically authorized by Congress such
private sector. Ms. Bingham is a practicing mediator, and Mr. as under the Federal Arbitration Act or the Civil Service Reform

-

<

'Crowell is an expert in contract law and the use of ADR methods Act or in other very specific instances. :
Supporters of agency use of ADR argue that these prohibitionsA an the MSPB both testified in support cf S. 971. The have been too expansively mterpreted and that S. 971 s explicit su-

MSPB testified that in their five-year history of using ADR meth- thorization would solve an existing problem.
i
|
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Supporter of S. 971 also argue that the specific provisions of the would be reviewable and reversible by the agency head for a periodbill guard against any constitutional problems, because the decision of 30 days before becoming final. This solution ensures that an offi-to arbitrate is voluntary on the part of all parties and is subject to cer of the United Sta:es is ultimately responsible for the decisionthe guidelines in section TA2 of the bill which outline instances in reached as the result of an arbitration proceeding, not an outsidewhich an alternative dispute proceeding would be inappropriate. party. The arbitration proceeding is, in effect, "non-binding" for aIndividuals who so not believe binding arbitretion by federal agen. period of 30 days. This same provision has been included in S. 971,cies, absent specific statutory authority, violates the Constitution as amended, and thus addresses any remaining constitutional con-often point to an article by Harold Bruff, a noted constitutional cerns with regard to the Act.scholar and University of Texas law professor, defending the con. On September 25,1990, the Senate Subcommittee on Oversight ofstitutionality of arbitration in federa! programs. This article enti. Government Management reported S. 971 to the full Committee ontied. "Public Programs, Private Deciders: The Constitutionality of Governmental Affairs, with an amendment in the nature of a sub-Arbitration in Federal Programs," from the 1989 Texas Law stitute. On October ,1990, the Committee voted unanimously inReview is included in the Senate Subcommittee ~s September 19, favor of the substitute and several technical amendments and or-1989, hearing record (S.Hrg. 101-494). The article traces the case dered the bill as amended reported to the full Senate for passage.
history of arbitration programs within the federal government and
defends the use of arbitration in federal programs as long as cer- lil.Suuurav
tain specific protections are taken against the misuse of this ae-
thority. Supporters of S. 971 point to the inclusion of many of these S. 971 amends the Administrative Procedure Act to authorize
protections in S. 971 such as those mentioned above. parties involved in disputes arising under federal administrative
,In order to further clarify this issue, the Subcommittee on Over- programs to agree to use ADR methods. The use of such methods is

sight requested that the Ameri,can Law Division of CRS identify subject to certain specific guidelines regarding cases which may be
any constitutional problems with S. 971. The CRS brief, dated inappropriate for resolution through ADR methods. Voluntary,
August 17, 1989, and included in the September 19, 1989, hearing binding arbitration is authorized when all parties consent, subject
report, concludes that S. 971 could meet a constitutional challenge: to safeguards of judicial review and agency review of the appropri-

ateness of arbitral awards. The bill establishes standards of confi-It appears that S. 971 could withstand constitutional dentiality in ADR proceedings, facilitates agency use of ADR tech-challenge under Article 11 Article Ill, and the Due Process niques, and lays out judicial review procedures.Clause. Under Article II, it does not appear that arbitra. The bill makes certain necessary modifications to the Federal Ac-tors would have to be appointed by the President, or that
the use of private parties as arbitrators would be an im. quisition Regulation, Contract Disputes Act and Federal Tort

Claims Act to facilitate the use of ADR in these areas.permissible delegation of governmental power. Under Arti- S. 971 draws on the experience and expertise of the Administra-cle III. arbitrators would not have to be judges with life tive Conference (ACUS) and the Federal Mediation and Concilia-tenure subject to good behavior. Finally, under the Due tion Service (FMCS) to further aid agency use of ARD. AgenciesProcess Clause S. 971's providing for unbiased arbitrators are instructed to seek guidance from these two entities. ACUS isand for limited judicial review would appear adequate. required to support, assist, and monitor agency use of ADR. ACUS
Despite this analysis, the constitutionality of binding arbitration

imp
-

riodically on agency" * "'Eed with reporting to Congress
E "'lementauon of the law and with establis ing a reter (with theremains an issue over which there is much debate. During the

course of the hearing, the Department of Justice stated that true assistance of FMCS) of qualified neutrals for optional use by par.

MCS to elude mediat, bill ir ;reases the scope of duti,es for the
binding arbitration is not in use in the federal government except* '" * dispute. This
perhaps, in the Federal Labor Relations Authority. The Justice wit- m ion, traming, and other ADH amstance.
ness argued that the arbitration currently authorized by statute for
federal agencies is reviewable by the agency head before the restalt- IV. SEenoN-RY-8ECrioN ANA1.Ysis
ant award becomes final and, therefore, is not truly " binding" arbi- The Committee on Governmental Affairs reported S. 971 with atration. The arbitration procedure currently used by the EPA to re-
solve cases in the Superfund Program includes a provision which single amendment in the nature of a substitute. This section-by-sec-
calls for public review and comment of arbitral decisions before tion analysis is based upon the substitute.

such decisions become final. Section L Short title
Similar concerns had been ra.ised by the Just. ice Department The section states the title of the bill as the " Administrative Dis-during hearings held on the IIouse counterpart to S. 971.11 R. 2497

introduced by Congressman Glickman. In the weeks following the pute Resolution Act"
.

-

September 19, 1989 hearing, the Justice Department worked with im . Mnding -

other interested parties to develop a procedure which would put to
rest these constitutional concerns. A provision was agreed upon, . Section 2 contains the findings on administrative dispute resolu-
and H.R. 2497 was amended to provide that an arbitral award tion (ADR) techniques. It states that the Administrative Procedure

Act was intended to offer prompt resolution of disputes as an alter-

. - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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antive to litigation, but that administrative proceedings have " Dispute resolution document" means any written mnterial [
become formal and lengthy. which was prepared or provided in confidence during a dispute res.

The section finds that ADR techniques can provide decisions olution proceeding by a party, neutral or nonparty participant.
which are faster less expensive and less contentious as well as out- The definition specifically excludes " agreements" to enter into
comes which are more creative, efficient and sensible.-It encour- arbitration and documents setting forth arbitration " awards." be- |

ages agency use of ADR, and states that explicit authorization of cause such documents describe the status of disputes involving the !

agency use of ADR techniques will eliminate any ambiguity about federal government. should be made available to the public in the i

an agency's power to engage in such procedures. vast majority of cases and do not create reasonable expectations of
.

confidentiality since they involve United States policy and actions.
Section 1 Pmmotion of Alternative 3fcons of Dispute Resolutwn Such agreements and awards can be considered " dispute resolution

To encourage agency use of ADR. Section 3 requires federal documents" only when the government and other parties to the !

agencies to adopt policies on the use of ADR techniques, to desig. dispute explicitly agree in writing to this status and the law other- i

nate a senior official as the dispute resolution specialist for the wise permits such documents to be kept out of the public domain.
agency, and to provide training for this specialist. " Dispute resolution proceeding" means any proceeding in which !*

The section also requires agencies to review any standard lan. ADR is being used to resolve a dispute between the fedtral govern-'

guage for the egency's contracts, grants or other agreements to de- ent and specific, parties.
,In condidence means, with respect to mformation, dispute reso- ;

, , ,

termine whether to include provisions on the use of ADR. The sec.
tion also requires to amendment of the Federal Acquisition Regula_ lution communications and dispute resolution documents that the
tion to provide standard contract language on the use of ADR tech. inf rmation, communication or document was provided with an ex-

,

- niques to resolve disputes and to carry out other provisions in this plicit request by the source for nondisclosure ,or under circum- !

stances which created a reasonable expectation m the source thatI '
Act affecting federal contr9ets, grants and other egreements. disclosure outside the ADR proceeding would not take place.

; Section L Administmtiveprocedures " Issue in controversy" means an issue which is material to a de-
cisi n in an administrative program and with which there is a dis-Section 4 amends Title 5 of the United States Code, in the chap-

, ter on administrative procedures, f a include a m w subchapter on agreement between the , agency respons ble for makmg that deci-i

sion and, a party or parties who would be substantially affected byi the use of ADR techniques. th dect n.

D,The new sube,hapter would be ,entiti,ed, "Altern,ative Mea,ns ofispute Resolution in the Admimstrative Process. Its provisions agencies and other parties to resolve an issue in controversy using
,

i '

are described m the following section numbers as they would ADR techniques. ;3

; appear in Title 5 Chapter 5. " Party" has the same meaning as in Section 55113: of Title 5 or.
'

'
f r a proceeding without named parties, a person who will be sig-

"Section 581. Definitions" nificantly affected by the decision m the proceeding and who par-
A new Section 581 lists the following ' definitions that would ticipates in that proceeding.*

apply to the subchapter. " Person" has the same meaning as in Section Ni!O of Title 5.
" Agency" has the same meaning as in Section 551(D of Title 5. " Roster" means a list of persons qualified to provide services as
" Administrative program" is a federal function which involves noutrals.

!tha protection of the public interest and the determination of ..Sectw.n 582. General authorityrights, privileges. and obligations of private persons through rule-.

i makings, formal or informal adjudications, licensing procedures, or A new Section 582 provides an explicit statutory authorization
i investigations. allowing federal agencies to use ADR techniques t'o resolve a dis-
i " Alternative means of dispute resolution" means any procedure - pute regarding the agency's administrative programs when all the
j used in lieu of a formal, adjudicative agency proceeding to resolve parties to the dispute voluntarily agree to its use.

a controversy. Such alternative means typically make use of a neu- The section also provides guidelines on when ADR techniques !i

tral to facilitate dispute resoiution between an agency and other should not he used. The section lists six factors which, if one or,

; parties, and include such techniques as negotiation, conciliation, fa- more is present, make use of ADR techniques inappropriate. If one
cilitation, mediation, fact finding, minitrials, and arbitration. or more of these factors is present, a 1 agency can still use ADR.

" Award" means the written decision issued by an arbitrator to but only S h has first carefully rinalyzed the situation and made a
|' resolve a dispute. Specific decision that the ADR proceeding can be structur-d to

" Dispute resolution communication" means any oral communica- nvoid the identified problem or because other concerns significantly
I tion during a dispute resolution proceeding-whether by a party. outweigh the factors that normally make ADR inappropriate.
'

neutral or nonparty participant-which was made in confidence. The six factors present a number of considerations. For example.
; they require an agency to consider the importance of using the dis-
;
i
i

l
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pute to establish an authoritative precedent or resolve significant individuals who meet these standards and are qualified to serve as
policy questions. Dispute resolutions reached through ADR proce- neutrals in agency ADR proceedings, and to make this roster avail-
dures normally cannot fulfill such function 4 since they may utilize able to agencies considering use of ADR techniques. Itecaase ACUS
a nongovernmental decision-maker, will bypass normal levels of is to assist but not control agency use of ADR techniques, agencies
agency review and consultation, may not include consideration of are encouraged but not required to select neutrals who meet the
similar disputes or related policy questions, and may be subject to ACUS standards and are included in the ACUS roster.
confidentiality requirements. The section also authorizes ACUS to enter into contracts with

Another factor is the importance of the agency's maintainting an neutrals who may be used by agencies on an elective basis. It also
established policy and minimizing variations among individual de- directs ACUS to develop other procedures which will allow agen-
cisions in a particular subject area. ADR techniques have few cies to obtain the services of a neutral on an expedited basis.
mechanisms to achieve such objectives. Special care must also be On the issue of compensation. the section requires all parties to
taken by the agency to weigh the effect of a dispute resolution on an ADR proceeding, including the federal government. to reach
persons and organizations not party to the proceeding and to con- agreement on payment for the neutral's services. This provision re-
sider the agency's ability to provide a public record of the proceed- places language in the House bill which would have required the
ing if necessary. ADR techniques vary in the extent to which they federal government alone to pay this cost. Allocating this expense
can take into account such concerns. Finally, the agency must con- solely to the government would be not only an unfair burden on
sider the need for it to maintain continuing jurisdiction over a taxpavers, but also an unwholesome influence over neutrals who
matter and alter the disposition of a dispute if circumstances would have a single source for their paychecks. A better and more
change, and whether use of ADR techniques would interfere with common practice is to have the government and all other parties to
such agency obligations. Where such continuing obligations exist. the dispute pay an equal share of the neutral's services
ADR may be an inappropriate means of dispute resolution. The section explicitly authorizes agencies to enter into contracts

These factors play an especially important ro!e in decisi.ns on and interagency agreements to obtain the services of a neutral. It
' the use of arbitration, due to the more formal and binding nature authorizes them to design contracts and interagency agreements

of arbitration procedures. As established in Section 5 of S. 9'11. they which will implement the agreed.to compensation scheme. It also
are also part of a new legal standard for judicial review of arbitral explicitly authorizes agencies to enter into contracts and interagen-
awards by persons who were not parties to the arbitration but were cy agreements to obtain training in ADR techniques
adverselv affected by the award and want to overturn or modify it. The section requires the government and other parties to the dis-

In addition to encouraging use of ADR techniques, this section pute to agree on a rate of compensation for the neutral that "is
contains a provision to make clear that the intant of the Act is to fair and reasonable to the Government." This language is intended
promote ADR methods as a supplement to alrendy existing agency to pro ibit excessive fees, but also to make it clear that an agancyb

dispute resolution procedures. The provisions of the Act are not is not necessarily required to demand that the group select thet

| meant to interfere with or limit any procedures or practices al- lowest bid of those seeking to serve as the neutral in the ADR pro-
ready in use. The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) contacted the ceeding.

i Subcoramittee to express their concern that certain provisions of
the Act, particularly those concerning arbitration, would limit "Section SSL Congdentiality"
TVA's existing authority to arbitrate. This language in the Act is A new Section 584 of Title 5 establishes rules to protect the confi-miended to allay that concern. dentiality of ADR proceedings.

"Section 583. Neutrals" These protections are created to enable parties to ADR proceed-
ings to be forthcoming and candid, without fear that frank state-

A new Section 583 of Title 5 establishes guidelines for the selec- ments may later be used against them. Thus, documents produced
tion and use of neutrals in ADR proceedings. during an ADR proceeding, such as a proposal to resolve the dis-

The section permits neutrals to be full or part-time officers or pute, are immune to discovery unless certain specific conditions are
employees of any federal egency, or any other individual, upon met. At the same time, these confidentiality provisions are not in-
which the parties agree. It establishes that neutrals other than ar- tended to frustrate normal discovery in legal proceedings. Thus,
bitrators serve at the will of the parties. It states that a neutral is the section provides that ADR documents which are otherwise dis-
not allowed to have a conflict of interest relating to the issues in cov?rable, such as those which existed prior to the ADR proceed-
the ADR proceeding, unless there is written disclosure of the con- ing, remain subject to discoverv. In this way the section attempts4

flict to all parties in the proceeding and the parties, upon receipt of to balance the need for confidentiality in ADR proceedings with
such disclosure, agree the neutral may serve. the right to discovery in other legal settings.

The section outlir:es the responsibilities of ACUS with regard to The section treats neutrals and parties separately. I,t protects
|t

agency use of neutrals. It requires ACUS, after consulting with communications and documents in the possession of neutrals from
FMCS and other agencies and organizations, to publish recom- discovery or voluntary discloaure unless: the parties consent in
mended professional standards for neutrals, to maintain a roster of writing; the communication m document is already in the public

:
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domain; disclosure is required by statute; or a court, using a bal- ceiving a contract or benefit. This prohibition is intended to help
ancmg test which weighs the need for cenfidentiality m, ADR pro- ensure that the use of arbitration is truly voluntary on all sides
ceedmgs, determines disclosure is necessary to prevent mjustice,
reveal a violation of law, or prevent harm to the public health or "Section 586. Enfortement of Arbitration Agreements"

section protects communications and documents in the pos. A new Section 586 provides that an agreement to arbitrate a
session of the parties to ADR proceedings unless: they agree to dis. matter is enforceable against the United States under Title 9. Sec.
closure in writing; the communication or document is already in tion 4 of the, United States Code (the Arbitration Actt The purpose
the public domain; disclosure is required by statute; a court, using f this provision is to coordmate and clarify the relationship be-

tween the subchanter and the existing Arbitration Act, and toa balance test which weighs the need for confidentiality in ADR
proceedings, determines disclosure is necessary to prevent injustice, stress that existing law applies to the enforcement of arbitrat, ion
reveal a violation of law, or prevent harm to the public health or agreements reached pursuant to the subchapter.
safety; or the communication or document is needed to establish. "Section 587. Arbitrators"clarify, or enforce an agreement or award resulting from the ADR
proceeding. A new Section 587 provides that the parties to an arbitration-

The section imposes a nanction for violating the Act's confiden- which includes the United States and all other parties-are enti-
tiality requirements by disallowing the subsequent use in a related tied to participate in the selection of the arbitrator. The particular
legal proceeding of the communication or document that was im- procedure to be used is left to the discretion of the agencies and
properly disclosed. parties involved. The section requires the arbitrator to be a neutral

The section allows the parties to agree to alternative confiden- who meets the requirements of Section 583.
tiality procedures if the neutral is informed of the agreement prior
to the commencement of the ADR proceeding. If the parties reach "Section 588. Authority of the Arbitmtor"
agreement after the ADR proceeding has begun, their agreement A new Section 588 enumerates the wers of arbitrators selected
can bmd only thymselves. Disclosure requests to the neutral will under the subchapter. It authorizes t m to conduct hearings, ad-
have to comply with the other provisions in the Act. minister oaths, and issue subpoenas for witnesses and evidence ini

The section provides that, m the event a demand for disclosure, order to resolve the disputes that have been referred to them. Thepursuant to legal process, is made upon a neutral, the neutral must
make reasonable efforts to notify all parties and any affected non- section also explicitly authorizes arbitrators to issue decisions,

called " awards / to resolve referred disputes.party participant. Any such person who receives such notice must* This section is intended to provide arbitrators with the appropri-withm 15 calendar days of receiving it, either defend the r,ght of ate authority and flexibility to conduct arbitral proceedings in ani

the neutral to refuse disclosure or waive any right to prevent the informal and efficient manner and to keep the arbitral proceedings
neutral from complying with the disclosure request.

. . from becoming, in essence, full-blown litigation proceedings. An ar-The section explicitly preserves the discovery and admissibility of bitrator should not use the authority granted in this section to in-any information, communication or document which is otherwise dulge in or permit excessive discove . Instead, the arbitrator
discoverable under federal or other rules of evidence. should make appropriate use of the nut ority provided in this sec-The section provides that the confidentiality procedures do not ~

preclude the use of documents or commumcat, ions from an ADR tion to gather the necessary materials and information to conduct
a fair, ef fective and expeditious inquiry.proceedmg to prove the existence of an agreement, award or order The section also limits arbitrators to the subpoena authority

,

,

issued to pursuant to an ADR proceeding or to resolve an mternal granted by the Arbitration Act and to the agency sponsoring thedispute between the neutral and the parties. The confidentiality arbitral proceeding. This language is intended to ensure that theprocedures also do not preclude the gathering of non-specific data same practices and body of law apply to all arbitrations of disputesfrom ADR procee<h,ngs for research or educational purposes. with federal agencies, whether initiated under the ADR pubchapter
in Title 5 or the Arbitration Act in Title 9. It is also intended to"Section 585. Authorization ofArbitrution" ensure that federal agencies do not gain, as a consequence of this

The rest of the new sections within Title 5. from Section 585 to Act, any subpoena powers that they do not already possess.
591, focus on arbitration. These sections are intended to be read in
tandem with The Arbitration Act, which is codified in Title 9 of the "Section 589. Arbitrntion Pmceedings"
United States Code, and which provides the statutory framework A new Section 589 establishes basic rules for the conduct of arbi-for bmding arbitration in the private sector and, in many respects, tration proceedings, including a hearing. It authorizes the arbitra-
in ongoing federal arbitration programs.

. tor to set the time and place for the hearing and notify the parties
A new Section 585 authorizes the use of arbitration whenever all it provides basic due process rights and declares that the hearing

parties consent ,in writing. It prohibits a federal agency from re- "shall be conducted expeditiously and in an informal manm r" It
quiring any person to consent to arbitration as a condition of re- requires the arbitrator to issue the award within M days of the

,
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close of the hearing, unless the relevant agency has a different rule sons using ADR procedures have the same rights as persons who
or the parties reach agreement otherwise. engage in litigation.

The section allows arbitrators to exclude evidence that is "irrele- The section also provides that, if ordered by a court or adminis-vant, immaterial, unduly repetitious, or privileged." This common trative law judge, payment for such attorney fees and expensesstandard for evidence in arbitral hearings is again designed to must be taken from the funds of the agency that vacated the arbi-
insure proceedings which are informal and expeditious. tration award or terminated the arbitration proceedings. The pur-The section authorizes a record of the preveding to be kept pose of this provision is twofold: (1) to reimburse parties who en-
where one or more parties agree to pay for the cost. It prohibits er gaged in the arbitration process for their out.of-pocket expenses,
parte communications and allows the arbitrator to impose sanc- and (2) to provide an incentive for agencies to abide by an arbitra-
tions for violations of this rule.

g tion by making the n otherwise liable for the other parties' costs.
"Section 590. Arbitration aucrds" "Section 59L Judicial review"

'

|A new Section 590 provides standards for the issuance and final- A new Section 591 authorizes judicial review of arbitral awards
ization of arbitral awards. The section requires written awards, pursuant to the Arbitration Act, except that it prohibits judicialwith a brief, informal discussion of the factual and lega! basis for review of any agency decision, under Section 590, to terminate an
the decision made, unless an agency rule provides otherwise. arbitral proceeding or vacate an arbitral award. The section also

The section provides that awards become final 30 days after they prohibits judicial review of an agency decision to use-or not toare served on all parties unless art agency extends the 30-day use-ADR proceedings (other than arbitration) to resolve a particu.period by serving notice before the end of the initial 30-day period. lar dispute That decision is left to the discretion of the agency.The section authorizes the head of an agency, at any time before
na award becomes final, to terminate the arbitration proceeding or "Section 592. Cepilation ofinformation"
vacate the issued aw trd by servin written notice on all othe par-
ties. This provision, which was ad to, resolve Constitutiona con- A new section 592 authorizes the Administrative Conference of
cerns about an arbitrator s makmg decisions for the fed,eral govern- the United States to collect data on agency ADR proceedings and
raent, clearly places ultimate decisionmakmg authority will the requires agencies to provide to ACUS requested dsta on their ADR
agency head. g;

, The,section prohibits any agency employee or agent who was an
mvestigator or prosecutor m the matter from advismg the agency "Section 59J. Support services"
head on a decision to terminate proce(dings or vacate en award, , A new section 595 of Title 5 authorizes agencies to use the serv-
except in a public setting. The purpose of this provision is to pre- ices of the agencies and private organizations and individuals for ''

vent a situation in which, for example, the agency counsel who pre- ADR proceedings, with cr without compensation, and without
sented the case to the arbitretor and lost, then meets with the regard to restrictions in Section 1342 of Title 31.
agency head privately and argues for reversal of.the arbitrator. The final portion cf Section 4 of the Act amends the table of co.1- '

The Act disallows such ex parte sessions, because the decision to tents in Title 5, to include the new subchaptci and its sections.terrainate arbitration or vacate an arbitral award is a grave one
Section 5. Juds. . l review o/ arbitration anords

.

cia
.

and should be reached without showing favoritism to the agency's
own personnel. Agency personnel are allowed, under the section, to Section 5 amends Section 10 of the Arbitration Act to Mde aparticipate in e:: changes in which opponents can hear and respond right of judicial review to .nonparties affected by arbJ.ntionto the arguments used. The section also allows the agency's investi- awards. A new subsection (b) provides that a person who was notgators and prosecutors to testify or argue in such related pubhc party to an arbitration proceeding inay obtain judicial review ofproc-edings as a hearing on a motion to recover attorney fees. the arbitral award, if that person was adversely affected and ifOnce an award becomes final, the section provides that it is b, d- I agency use of arbitration was clearly incansistent with the factorsm
ing and enforceable against the United States pursuant to the Ar- in Section 582 of Title 5, as established by this Act.bitration Act.. Arbitral awards which are vacated, on the other j

S'Ch.on 6. Gooernment contrnct claimshand, are inadmissible in any related proceeding. -

The section provides that, in-the event an agency vacates ,an Section 6 amends the anuact Disputes Act of 1978 (CDA) to en-award er terminates an arbitration, any party to the arbitration courage contracting officers to resolve claims consensually throughother than the United States, may petition for attorney fees and the use of ADR techniques.
expenses pursuant to the Equal Access to Justice Act (EAJA). This

The section amends the CDA by: (1) explicitly aathorizing thepetition may be' filed with a court or. administrative law judge use of ADH proceedings pursuant to the new subchapter in Title 5;using the standards for recovery articulated in the EAJA. The sec- (2) requiring the contractor to certify that a contract cleim submit-
tion references the EAJA in order to make use of the complex body ted for resolution using ADR techniques is made in good faith, withof law already developed under that statute and to ensure that per- accurate supporting information and with an accurate regeest for a

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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If you wish further details on this estimate, we will be pleased tocontract adjustment; and (3) authorizing judicial review of arbitral provid them.awards on CDA contract claims pursuant to the Arbitration Act Smeerely.
and subject to any amount limitationis in the CDA or other laws. RoarnT D. Reisci Aurn. Director.The section imposes the same five-year sunset provision on the
CDA amendments as apply to the rest of the Act. concarssioNAL suncET orr CE-COST ESTIMATE

Section 7. Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 1. Bill number S. 971.

Section 7 authorizes the Federal Mediation and Conciliation 2. Bill title: The Administrative Dispute Resolution Act.
Service tFMCS) to make its serview available to Federal agencies 3. Bill status: As ordered reported by the Senate Committee on
using ADR proceedings under the new subchapter in Title 5. The Governmental Affairs. October 17.1990.*

section authorizes FMCS to provide such services as training, fur- 4. Bill purpose S. 9'l would authorize and encourage federal
nishing neutrals, and maintaining rosters of neutrals includmg ar- agencies to use ahmtive methods of dispute resolution--such as

mediation. conciliation, and arbitration-instead of conventionalbitrators.
"d "d.ication to resolve disputes. The bill would require the Adrnin-

Section 8. Government fort claims istrative Conference of the United States (ACUS) and the Federni
Section 8 amends the Federal Tort Claims Act to author,ze feder- Mediation and Conciliation Service tFMCSI to assist agencies ini

al agencies to use ADR techniques, pursuant to the new subchapter adopting these alternative methods.
in Title 5, to resolve tort claims against the United States. The sec- 5. Estimated cost to th" Pederal Government-
tion authorizes agencies to settle such cla,ms to the same extenti

that the Attorney General has delegated settlement authority to to,n o % ,
the agency head. However, the section also imposes a ceiling on the

-- - -_ ,

agencies * settlement authority, indicating that it may not exceed " * * * *
the settlement authority delegated by the Attorney General to the
U.S. Attorneys to settle claims for money damages against the foe.w . anu m . _ , ,w

'"****n-- - - ,_ i iUnited States.,

Section S. Use of nonattorneys The costs of this bill would be in budget function 7:4
Section 9 requires each agency to consider whether to allow nor.- This table does not include possible budgetry savings from in-attorney representation in its ADR proceedings. It also requires et .ased use of alternative methods of dispute resolution, which we

agencies, if nonattorneys are permitted, to develop an agency cannot estimate. These alternative methods are generally less ex-policy on the disqualification of such nonattorney representatives pensive thars conventional proceedings, such as hearings before ad-
when warranted. ministrative law judges, because they take less time and usually

result in less litigation.S#C'"" 10 NO"N'. "#
- Basis ofestimate: Although S. 971 would not authorize the appro.Section 10 defines certain terms

.

is Act m.cIuding[. priation of any funds, CBO expects that the ACUS and the FMCS" agency," " administrative progrcn.,used i,n th.and alternative m ns
would require additional resources to implement the bili effective-

dispute resolution." The terms have the,ded in this ly. Based on information provided by the ACUS and the FMCS, we
same mean ng as ey o

in the new Section 581 of Title 5. as provi et. g g g
Section 11. Sunset provision $1 million annually for the two years after enactment of the bil*;

Section 11 imposes a five-year sunset (until October 1* 1995) on this amount is shown in the table above. These costs would be for
the Act. securing the services of neutral facilitators, training programs, and.

other general support for agencies seeking to use alternative meth-
V. EST! MATED COST OF I.EG St.ATION ods of dispute resolution. The estimate outlays are based on histori-

U.S. CONcRESS. * IS ding pattern? and assume appropriations of the necessary
'

ash # o- I O her I , lygg 6. Estimated cost to State and local governments: None.
7. Estimate comparison: None.

lion. JonN GIINN, 8. Previous CBO estimate: On May 24, 1990 CBO prepared an
Chairman. Commettee on Governroental Affairs. estimate for H.R. 2497, the Administrative Dispute Resolutidn Act.U.S Senate. Washington. DC as ordered reported by the House Committee on the Judiciary, MayThe Congressional Budget OfTice has 22. 1990. The estimated costs of S. 971 are the same as for H.R.

re-DEAR Mri Cna:R M AN:
pared the attached cost estimate for S 971 the Admimstrative hs' 2497.
pute Resolution Act.
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9. Estimate prepared by: Michael Sieverts (226-2860) and Cory Subchapter II-Administrative Procedure
Leach (226-2820). * * * * - . .10. Estimate approved by: C.G. Nuckols for James L. Blum, As-
sistant Director for Budget Analysis. 0 556.11earinits: presiding employees: powers and dutieg: hurden

of proof: evidence: record as basis of decisionVL Rrcut.Amnv lurAcr
(a) * * *

The purpose of S. 971 is to encourage federal agencies to use al-
ternative dispute resolution (ADR) techniques. The only regulatory . . . . . , ,

change required by the Act is amendment of the Federal Acquis'- '

employees. presiding at hearings may
(c) Subject to published rules of the a en and th"" * "*'

tion Regulation (FAR) to include standard language permitting use
of ADR techniques. on a voluntary bas:s, to resolve disputes arismg (13 ..

in connection with federal contracts. grants and other agreements. * * . . . . ,The Act also requires agencies to isstie policies. but not necessari!y ,

regulations, regarding the use of ADR techniques, and, ADR case (6) hold conferences for the settlement or simplificati f

management. Finally, the bill requires the Admmistrative Confer- the issues by consent of the parties or by the use of alt
ence of the United States to issue recommended professional stand- means of dispute resolution as proeideil irt subchopter I of
ards for persons qualified to serve as neutrals m agency ADR pro- this cha ter;
ceedings. The Committee expects that some agencies will issue reg- (7/ in orm the parties as to the asuitabilit ""
ulations to implement some of the provisions of the Act-for exam- ternatite means of dispute resolutio"" ""d #"*"*## "5' "I
ple, agency use of arbitration. Such regulations are not expected, such methods
however, to impose any burden on potential ADR participants. but (8) require the attendance at any conference held
rather would provide pubhc informaton on how the agency's ADR paragraph (6) of at least one representatite of each rtYue h
procedures work. has authority to negotiate concerning resolution ofssises in

contretersv;

VII. CHANCES IN Ex1 STING LAW g7)} gjy gjgp9,e 97 p

TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE ; sectio'IS[# "Ntitre a" "*
"""*"d d**i"i "" i" ac*rdance with'

n eft
'

tIi suNhap er.on authorized by agency rule con-sis nt wPART I-THE AGENCIES GENERALLY
* * * * * * *

, , . . . . .

Subchapter IV-Alternalist Means of Dispute Resolution in the
CIIAPTER 5--ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE Administrafity Process

Subchaptee I--General Provisions f 581. Dc/initions
Sec. 500 Administrative practice general provisions.

For thep' agency"has the same meaning as in section 551(1)of this
urposes o[this subchopter, the term-

. . . * * *

(1)
tillSubchapter IV-Atternative Means e spute stesotation in the Administrctive

which involves protection of the publ;c interest and the determi-501 Dr5nitions.
ss! can-mt authenty- nation of rights, privileges, and obligations of pritute persons'

through rule making, adjudication, licsening, or intestigation.$$ $n"hentiat,ty
as those terms are used in subchapter II of this chapter;sss Authomatnon of arbetmtion-

SRC En erement of arbstmnon agreements (3) "alternatite means of dispute resolution" means any pro-
cedure that is used, in lieu of an adjudication as defined in sec-.

h uth t of the arbstrator. tion 551(7) of this title, to reso!tw issues in controtwisy, includ.
589. Arbstrateon prveredsngs- 8 . but not inmated to, settlement negotiations, conciliation. fa-590 Arbutration cuents. ct itation, mediation, factfinding, manttrials, and arbitration,591 Judncial vernern - " her WM or any combination thereof;
}y AuRy,';'"" **j',*,7|,'g,',I'",#,'Qu@r, ment. . (U "auvrd"means any decision by an orbitrator rrsolvin'g the, 1

395 Computation ofinformatiorn. tssues sit contrvttrsy;
39s Support sen.nces. (S) " dispute resolutton communication *' means any oral or

,

teritten communication made in confidence in connection trith, , , . . . *

_ __
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a dispute resolutic any Inrfy. neutral, or num. (2) the matter int.oltes or may twar u m signrfumnt questions
. of Goternment pohey that vrquere ade stional procedures before

P",''jg'i, nT'' ', means any terstten material a final vrsolution may be made, and such a pmcmfing uvuld
~

g o

not likely serns to devela$hed policies is of s;weial importanc'e
a recommended poircy for the agencr:"'

(31 matntaining estab
.

F w of. in the course of, or pursu-'' P"P"[ t, ' proceeding, including any so that teriations among individual decisums are not sncreased,""
mem innda. notes, 5 or pmduct of the neutral or the and such a prtweding would not likely reach camsistent vrsuits

among sndw_ edual decisions;
(4) the matter significantly af ec.s persons or nrganizationsIUl Pr ided in confidence to the neutral or other parties

who are not parties to th,e procm{ing;in a dispute resolution _procm!ing j;os nurposes of that dis- ,pute resolution proceeding;
except that an agreement or orb trd auv.d trached as a result dispute reso ution pmceeding cannot provide su reconi; and

a dispute resoluttors Pmceeding is no a dispute resolution (6) the agency must maintain continuingjurisdiction etwr the
locument unless the part es so agree
g,

n u, and the law matter reith authority to alter the disposition of the matter in
' , ed a such a document; the light of changed circumstances, and a dispute resolution

tif would enterfore with the agency's fulfilling that tv-) ds te r o I on pmemi n " means any process en p

which an alternative means of dispute resolution is used to rr
solve an issue irt controversy an which a neutra is appoin y ,7 g_

,y gp,,, ,
and specified rties particupate;(8) "in confbence means, testh respect ,a snforrnation, that limit other amilable agency dispute resolution techniques..

the information is pmeided- 0583 Neutrals
(A) with the expressed intent of the source that it not be

(a) A neutral may be a permanent or temporary officer or emplov-disclosed; or ee of the Federal Government or anIB) under cirrumstances that uvuld create the reasona,4e
,$7, ,, ,$, p,,,;,, go , g;,pu,, ,y other individual erho is accept-

~

esolution pmceeding. A neutrufexpectation on behalf of the sourte that the e_nformatson shall have no offscial, financial, orpersonal cumflict ofinterest withwill not be disclosed;
19) " issue in controversy"mearts an issue which n.s materia, ,o wsput to the issues in contmtwrsy, unless such interest is fully dis-

a decision concerning an administratwe program of an agency, closed in writing to allparties and allparties agree that the neutral
,,,,,,y,_

and reith schich there is disagreement betuten the agency and (b) A neutral who sertes as a conciliator, facilitator, or a.>diator
persons who uvuld be substantially affected by the decssion, sertws at the will of the parties.(!()) " neutral" means an individual who, trsth respect to an (c) In consultation with the Federal Mediation and Conctistionissue in controttrsy, functions specifically to aid the parttes in Service, other appropriate Federal agencies, and prnfessional cruni-
resolving the contmtwrsy; rations experienced in matters concerning dispute resolutior. the

il!) " party" means- - Administrative Conference of the United States shall-(A) for a proceeding with named parties, the same as nn (1) establish standards for neutruts (including experknce.
section 35113)of this title; and trutnsng, affiliations, diligence, actual or potential confhcts ofIB)for a pmceeding without named parties. a person w o
teill be significatstly affected by the decssson en the procee -

enterest, and other qualifications) to which agencies me y refer;
(2) maintain a roster ofindividuals who meet such standards

ing and who participates in ihe proceeding; . and are otherwtse qualified to act as neutruls, which shall be
(12] " person" has the same meaning as sn sectson 551(2) of made arcilable upon request;

'nthis title; and enW snto contracts for the services of neutruts that may be,

tys) " roster" means a list ofpersons qualified to provide serv- used i;* agwin on an electitw basis in dispute resolution pro-
'"'"#"'''' I#'

) p procedusnes that permit agencies to obtain the serv-E582. General authortly es o,~aseutrals on an expedited basis.'

(a) An agency may use a dispute resolution proceeding for the res- tw An agency may use the services of one or more employees of
'

.

olutton of an issue in controtnsy that relates to an admsntstrative other agencies to sertw as neutruls an dispute resolutson proceedings.
m, if the parli#e agrre to such proceeding The agencies may enter ento an unterngency agrrement that provides

1 An agency shall consider not using a dispute resolution pro- for the retmbursement by the user agency or the parties of thz full or
. ;y partial cost of the servtces of such an empb yee.

1) a definitite or authoritatine resolution of the matter is re- (e) Any a ncy may enter into a con' act teith any person on a
uired for precedential te!ue, and such a pmceeding is not roster estab ished under subsection (c' a) or a roster maintained by
ikely to be accepted generally as an authoritative precedent: other public or pritete organizatior . or indereduals for servtces as

I
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a neutral, or for !minkg in connectwn wuth alternative means of tion proceeding or to the enfonement of such an agirem. nt ,,r

dispute resolution. The parties in a dispute resolutson pmceeding
shall agree on compensatton for the neutral that is fasr and reason- (c) Any dispute resolution communication or dispute resolution
able to the Government. document that is disclosed in violation of subsection tal or (bl. shall

not be admissible in any proceeding relating to the issues in contrn-2584. Confidentiality. versy neith f*spect to which the communication or document ums
made.(a) Except as pmeided in subsections (d) and |e). a neutml s. a

(d) The parties may agree to alternatits confidential procedures.dispute resolution proceedin,g shall not voluntarily or thmugh is-
covery or compulsory pmcess be required to disclose any snformation . Upcm such agreement the parties shall inform the r.eutml lethre the'

concerning any dispute resolution document or any diepute reso u~ commencement of the dispute resolution proceeding of any modifica-
tions to the rovisions of subsection tai that will govern the confi-tims communication, unless-

(1) all pelies to the dispute resolutton proceeding and Iye dendalsty o. the dispute molutum pmcudsng. If & pardn do not
so inform t e neutral subsection talshallapply,neutml consent it' writing, and, if the dispute molution com- ,

munication or dispute resolution document was provsded by a (ellf a demand for disclosurr by :my of dsscovery request or other
rty participant. that participant a:so consents un wrstsng; legal pmcess, is made r:pon a neutral regarding a dispute resolution

no$the dispute resolution document inas already been vnade document or communication. the neutral shall make reasonable ef-(
- forts to notify the parties and any affected nonparty partscipants of

ublic'he dispute resolution communication or dispute resolutson the demand. Any party or affected nonparty participant scho re-(St t
-

gyup.e is ired by statute to be made pub [w, but a t'eu- ceites such notice and seithin 15 calendar davs dc.rs not offer to
tml s50tild n$, r such communication or docursent pubisc only defend a refusal of the neutral to disclose the requested information
if no other person is reasonably ateilable io provide *he docu- shall hate svaited any objection to such disclosure.

ent or disclose the communication; or If) Nothing in this sectio s shall prevent the discouvry or admissi-
bility of any evsdence that us otherwsse descovemble, merrly twcause(4) a court determines that such tntimony or disclosure s.s
the evsdence was presented in the course of a dispute resolution pro-credung.($)p ent a manifest injssstice;

"

ig) Subsections (a) on (b) shall have no effect on the information(B) help estab!ish a viotatson oflaw; or and data that are necessa to document _ an agreement reached orIC) recent harm ;o the public health or safety,
.

.
order issued pursuant to a sspute resolutson proceedsng.of suf5 cent magnitude in the pcrticular case u outweigh the

(h) Subsections (a) and (b) shall not pretent the gathering ofinfor-int ity of dispi,te resolution proceedings in enemi by reduc- motion for research of educational purposes. in connection withing ih_ e conpdence ofparties in futurs cascs t at their commu- other agencies, governmental entits_es, or despute resolution pro-nstatsons ws'!! remmn congsdentiat' grams, so long as the parties and the specific issues in contm:grsy

I"""" P ~'" f'" fa|
- :- rty to a dispute reso-" are not identifiol 'e.

ot In y or thmugh discovery or com-
_ i) Subsections (a) and (b) shall not prevent use of a dispute resolu-(

PUIS0'y pmcess {'. required to disclose any irformation concernung tson document to resolve a dispute between the neutral in a disputeany dispute retolution document or any dispute resolution communi-
resolution proceeding and a party to or$urticipant in such urweed-
ing, so long as such dispute resolution < ment is discloser only to"

'(1?cIl hrties to the dispute resolution proceedinf' cons nt in the extent necessary to resolve such dispute.
e

'e : tin -
(2) t e dispute twsolu ion document has already been made f 585. Author!zation of arb!! rationc

public;
(3) the dhpute resolution communication r dispute mo!ation resolution whenever all parties consent. Consent may be obtanned

-

.

document is required by stature to be made pu pse,- either before or after issue in controversy has arisen. A party1

(41such testimony or disclosure as necessary la ,
-

(A) prevent a manifest snjustice;, (A) submit only certain issues in contmeersy to arbitmtion; or
(B) help establish a vsolatson o, saw; or (D) arbitration on the condition that the mmrd must b.

.

(C) prevent harm to the public d safety. , , ithin a mnge ofpossible outcomes.of sufficient magnitude in the paris health an
w

cular case to outwesg ,

ene by reduc. submitted to the arbitmtor shall be an writing.integr ty of dispute resolution proceedsngs an
(3) An agency may not require any person to consent to arbitmtioning the confidence ofpartses an future cases comm u.

nications will remain congdential; or as a condition of entering ink rontmet or obtainsng a benefit.
(5) the dispute resolutson docume>st or dispute resoluHon com. th) An offcer or employes sf an agency may offer to use arbitm-

munication is referent to determining the exus ence or mmning tion for the resolution ofissues in controtersy. if such officer or em-yof an agrrement or award that resulted from the dispute reso u- p g,,, _

_ . . - _ - - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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(1) has authority la enter into a settlement concerning the (5) The arbitrator shall interpret and apply relemnt statutarv und
"'~''"'I IP"'*I'" '"- "dP'dity di'Yt'ives-

''''d) No a."4"i"**"'# I'Mmatter; or ( nterested person shall make or knowingly cause to be(2) is otherwise specifically authorized by the agency to con.
sent to the use of arbitration.

*n de is the arbitrator an unauthorized ex parte communication ref.
etent to the merits of the proceeding, unless the parties agree other.

f 586. Enfortement of arbitration agreements wise. If a communication ic made in violation of this subsectwn, the
An agreement to orbitmte a matter to which this subchapter ap- arbitrator shall ensure that a menornndum of the communication

plies is enforceable pursuant to section 4 of title 9, and no action es prepared and made a part of the record, and that an opportunity
for rebuntal us, allowed. Upon receipt of a communsmison made inbrought to enforte such an agreement shall be dismissed nor shall ;

relief therein be denied on the gmunds that it is against the United vwlatson of thus subsection, the arbstrutor may, to the extent consist.
States or that the United States is an indispensable party. ent seith the unterests ofjustsee and the polscues underlying this sub-

chapter, requsre the offending party to show cause why the claim of
f 587. Arbitrators such party should not be resolved against such party as a result of,

(a) The parties to an arbitrution pmreedsng shall be entitled to the smpmper conduct.
(e) The arbitrutor sha!! make the ancrd ws_ thin 30 days after the tparticipate in the selection of the arbitmor. close of the hearing, or the date of the filing of any briefs author.

(b) The arbitrator shall be a neutral a+.o meets the criteria of sec- szed by the arbitrator, whichever date ss later, unless-
tion 383 of this title. (1) the partses agree to some other time ismst; or
f 588. Authority of the orbilt.stor (2) the agency provides by rule for some other time limit.

An arbitmtor to whom a dispute is refernd under this subchapter ES90. Arbitration ateerds

(1) regulate the course of and conduct arbitrul hearings: (aVI) Unless the agency pmvides otherwise by rule, the aumrd in
(2) administer oaths and offirmations; an arbitration pmceedsn: under this subchapter shall include a
(3) complete the attendance of witnesses and production of brief snformal dsscusswn of the factual and legal basis for the

evidence at the hearing under the provisions of section 7 cf title aucrd, but formal findings of fact or conclusions of law shall not
be required.9 only to the extent the agency involved is otherwise authorized (2) The pretuiling parties shall file the anurd with all refetentby law to do so; and ageneses, along wuth proofofservice on allparties.(4) make auerds. (b) The cuent ira on arbitrution proceeding shall become final 30

6589. Arbitration proceedings days after it is served on all parties. Any agency that is a party to
(a) The arbitrutor shall set a time and place for the hearing on the proceedang may extend this 30 day period for an additirmal att

the dispute and shall notify the parties not less than 5 days before day period by servsng a notice of such extension on all other smrties
before the end of the first 30-day period.the hearing.

(b) Any party wishing a record of the hearing shall- (c) The head of any agency that is a party to an arbi!mtion pro.
(1) be responsible for the preparution of such record; ceeds_ng conducted under this subchapter is authorized to terminate
(2) notify the other parties and the arbitrator of the preparn- the arbitration prvceeding or tocate any aunrd issued pursuant to

the proceedsng before the auvrd becomes final by serving on alltion ofsuch recon!;
(3) furnish copies to all identified parties and the arbitrator; otherpartnes a wrsttra notice to that effect, in which case the aunrd

sinall be, null and void. Notice shall be provided to allparties to theand
(4) pay all costs for such record, unless the parties agree other. arbitratwn proceeding of any request by a party, nonparty partici.

wise or the arbitmtor determines that the costs should be appor. paat or other person that the agency head terminate the arbitration
s p!DCeeding or locate _the aunrd. An employee or agent engaged intioned.

(cN1) The parties to the arbitmtion are entitled to be heard, to the performance of snsistigative or pmsecuting functions for an
present evidence material to the controversy, and to cross. examine agency may not, sn that or a factually related case, advise in a deci.

suon under thus subsectwn to terminate an arbitration proceeding orwitnesses appearing at the hearing. s

(2) The crbitrator may, with the consent of the parties, conduct to tecate an arbitral cuerd, except as witness or counsel in public
all or part of the hearing by telephone, television, computer, or other prvceedsngs.

electronic means, if each party has an opportunity to participate. (d) A final cuerd s,s binds,ng on the parties to the arbitration pro-
(3) The hearing shall be conducted expeditiously and in an infor. credsng, and may be enforced pursuant to sections 9 thmugh 13 of

title 9. No actson brought to enforte such an auurd shall be dis-*

,..al manner.

4) The arbitrutor may receite any orn! or documentary evidence, missed nor shall relief therein be denied on the grounds shot it is
exte t that irreletunt, immaterial, unduly repetitious, or privileged | agasnst the United States or that the United States is an indispen.
eri ence may be excluded by the orbitrutor. ** ble P art -J

I
-

.
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tel An armrd entered under this subrhapter :n an arbstmtwn pre. 410. Same- vact,tiem: groumf n: rehearing
creding may not serte as an estoppelirt any other proceeding for arty

, Un either] (al In any of the following cames the United - atesissue that uns resolted in the pmceedtng Such are atmrd also mar 8 court in and for the district wherein the award was mnA may
not be used as precedent or otherwise be considemi irt any factuativ make an order vacating the award upon the application cf any
unrelated pmcensing. whether conductal under this suivhapter. Ib party to the arbitration-
an agency or en a court, or in any other arbitratton pmceeding I Da)) (11 Where the award was procured by corration.

If1 An arintral armrd that is tucated under subsection (c) shall fraud. or undue means.
not he admissible in any pmceeding relating ic the issues irs ermtro- Db)] (!! Where there was evident partiality or corruptirm in
tmy wrth respect to which the cunni uns inade. the arbitrators. or either of them..

(gt If an agency encates on cuerd under subsection (cf. a party to Dc)] (J7 Where the arbitrators were guilty of mi conduct in*

the arbitratton other thorn the United States may petition (br an refusing to postpone the hearing. npon sufDeient cause shown,
aunrd of attorney fees and expenses pursuant to the Equal Awess to or in refusing to hear evndence pertinent and materint, to the
,1ustice At t. Such fees and expenses shall be paint from the funds of controversv: or of any other misbehavior by which the rtghts of
the agency that meated the aa ard. any party have been prejudiced

Od>J (41 Where the arbitrators exceeded their power =, or so5591. Jadicial Rerie r imperfectly executed them that a mutual, final. and dennite
(al Notwithstanding any other protsion of law any person ad. award upon the subject matter sul,mitted was not made ,

terselv offected or eggriered by an auerd made in air arbitrutier De)] (51 Where an award is vacated and the time within
proce5 ding conducted under this subchapter may bring an action for whnch the agreement required the award to be ma4 bns not
review of such atmrd only pursuant to the provisions of sections 9 espired the court may, in its discretion, direct a rehen ce by
through 13 of title 9 the arbitrators.

Ibkl> A decision by on agency to use or not to use a dispute resolu- tbl The Unitni States district court for the district echerern a*x
tion p#oceeding under this subchapter sha!! be mmmitted to the dis. """ " """ **0' "''' ""#E**""5P"*"* * ' '" *"'""' b#0 *f U "' #
cretion of the agency and shall not be subjec! to judicial rrview may ma an onIer mmhng the anuni topon One appluntuon of a

P'"*"*
'O'' '?"'"d bv the annni. if tU use of arbotmtuns or u''ne

" P""' '" "'' "I"'*''"' "''* ** *d' " 'I? fexcept that arbitration shall be sichject tojudicint review uncer sec"-
fated or aggnmtion 1/kblef title 9.

(2) A decision by the head ofan egency sender section 590 to termi- $f gfg,'If '"'*"*5*''"' ''"' "'' I"''"" # I""^ '" ""
,

5nate an arbitration proceeding or vacate on arbstral aun~! shall be |
committed to the discretion of the agency and shall not b subject so * * * * * * *

judicial review.
,

f 392. Compilation ofinformation | Tut ConinAcr Dnsrtries Act or 1978
**The Chairman of the Administrutine Conference of the United

States shall compile and maintain data on the use of alternatite . . . . . . .

mmns ofdispute resolution in conducting agency proceedings. Agern- orcsston as int coninActsno omctscies shall. upon the request of the Chairman of the Administratite
Conference of the United States. supply such informatim as is re. t Sec.6. . . .
quired to enable the Chairman to comply neith this sectio t. (

, ,

E593. Support serriers . . . . . . .

For the purposes of this subchapter, an agency may use (resth or (di Notteithstanding any other prvrtswn of this Act, a crmtnsefor
.. .

truthout reimbursement 1 the wertrhts and fecilities of other Federal
and a wntracting offscer mas use ans alternatitw mnnns of despute

agencies. public and priente organisations and agencies, and indi- resolution nunder subchapter lV of chapter 5 of tutte S. Unitni States
Code, or other mutually agremble pmcedurrs. few resoleung clatms.enduals. with the consent of such agencies. organtrations, and indi. ,

In a case in which suc'h alternatute means cf dispute resnlistro's ort
ciduals. An ogency may accept tuluntary and uncompensated serv- other mutually agrrmble pmcedures are used, the contract <w shall
ices forpurtmses of this subchapter scithout regurd to the provisions
ofsection 1342 of title 31.

certify that the claim is nade i*t good faith, that the supportung
data are accurute and complete to the best of his or her knowinige

Secrton 10 or Turtz 9, Untrto Sirits Cove and belief, and that the amount trquested anumtely reflects the
contmet adjustment for tchich the evntractor belietws the Gotern- *

ment is liaole. All provisions of subchapter IV of chapter 5 of tstle, . . . . . .

5, United States Code. shall apply to such citernatiew means of des-
pute resolutiorn. ~

'

|
,
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'te) The authors?v of agencies to use Jbpu e rewfutton twwmlines actiae within the sem of his ofTice or employment. un.ier circsam-

r

under section (d) shall cease to be effectitt on Octolwr 1.19%. esc +pt
that such authority shall continue in effect ersth r*spett to then stances where the United Staten, if a private vernon. w-mid he

liable to the claimant in acccrdance with the inw of the placependingproceedings ethic *n in thejudgment of the agenenes that o'r
where the act or otr.ission occurred: 1%n eded. That any award,parties to such proceedings, require such contsnuatson until such

proceedings terminate. ...ise. or settlement in excess of $25.000 shall be etTected ;
w..

only with the prier written approval of the Attorney General or his

h
designee. Nottetthstandsng the pweiso contained in the preceding

, , . . . . =

sentence, any auvril, compromsse..or settlement may be efferred.actucs aoAntss or coursscs ArreAtB scstFntst the prior teritten approtws! of the Attorrrey Gerseral or his or.

Sec; 8; , , , her designer, to the extent that the Attorney Generaldelegates to the
ta) head of the agency the authority to make such atmrd, compromise,,

or settlement. Such delegations may not exceed the authorsty dele-* * * * * * *

gated by the Attorny General to the United States attorners togge **
settle claims for money damages ogsinst the United States. 'Eachg

Federal agency may use arbetration, or other alternatits means of, , , , , .

der this Act shall be recicend dispute resoft-tio a under the prot asic as of subchapter IV of chapter' ^ " " " " " "
h JYof title 9, United States Code. 5 of title 5. to settle any tort claim against the United States, to the9t

may be aside or limit any cuerd that is (cund extent of the age scy's authority to auerd. compromise. or settle such
E" " "

t tha the
clate limitations imposed by Federal statute. *yf*|" prior termen approtui of the Attorney Ge.nercior

* * * * * * * '
Subject to the provssions of this title relating to civil actions on

| tort claims against the United States, any such award, compromise,
Section 203 or rut LAeoR MANAGEMENr REr_Anons Act,19gy | settlement, or determination shall be final and conclusive on all of-

fices of the CA...m.t. except when procured by means of fraud.
Any award, compromise, or settlement in en ammmt of $2.500 orrUNCMoMS or THE SERVict

! Sec. 203. (a) * * * less made pursuant to this section shall be paid by the head of the
Federal agency concerned out of appropriaticas nvailable t- that
agency. Payment of any award compromise, or settlement in an

, . * * *. .

Ef) The Service may manc" sereices acuitable to Federul ogencies emount in ex ess of 32.500 made pursuant to this section or made
! by the Attorney General m any amount pursuant to section 2CTl ofto aid in the resolution of a)' :tstes under the provisions ofsubchap-ter IV of'rhapter 5 of titic . United States Code. Functions per- I this title shall be paid m a manner similar tojudgments and cen-

'

formed by the Service may include assisting parties to des utes re- pmmises in like causes end appropriations or funds available for
lating to administratite progmms, training persons en s ills am{ the payment of such judgments and compromises are hereby madeloyed in alternatits means of dispute resolutson, ona asadable for tI~e payment of awards, comw.m or settlementspmcedures eheers and empl<~*s of the Service to act as neutrals. unde- this chepter.furnishing c
Only officers a:'d employees urso are qualified en accordance senth
section 383 of title 5. United States Code. may be assigned to act as | The acceptance by the claimant of any ench award. compromiec,
neutruls. The Service may consu!! and cooperate erith the Adminis- I m settlement shall be final and conclusive on the claimant. and
tratiet Conference of the United States and other egeneses nn main- sha'l constitute a complete selease of any claim against the United
taining rosters of neutrals and arbitrators. and to adopt such States and against the employee c! the governmen?. whore act or

omiaaion gave rise to the claim, by reason of the same subjectdures and rules as are necessary to carry out the services auth matter.
in this subsection.

Stenon 2672 or Trra E 28. UntrEn STATES CODE

5 2672. Adminletrative adjustment of cialms
The head of each Federal agency or his desigsre in accordance

| with regulations preacribed by the Attorney General, may consider.
ascertain, adjust, determine, compromise, and settle any claim for'

money damnges against the United States for injury or loss of
property or personal injury or death caused by the negligent or
wrongful act or omissmn of any employee of the agency while

.
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